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During the past several years, there has been a renewedinterest in the use of applications
packages, and the prevailing unfavourable economic climate has undoubtedly beenpartly res-
ponsible for this. But underlying trends in systems technology and its economicsare also at the
root of this revival in interest in the use of applications packages. Of these trends, the most
importantis the increasing cost of developing applications systems, both in absolute terms, and
moreparticularly, in terms relative to the cost of computer hardware.

The main purpose of this report is to inform those who managean organisation's information
systems function about the issues concerned with the use of applications packages. The report
reviewsboth the overall shape of, and the trendsin, the applications packages marketplace, and
it contrasts the approachesthat eight major suppliers of applications packages take in designing
and supporting their products. The report also analyses the experience that many Foundation
members have of selecting and using applications packages.
Thefindings of our research of the marketplace, of the suppliers and their products, and of the
experience that members have of using packagesare brought togetherto provide advice at both
the strategic level and the tactical level. The report provides guidanceat the strategic level about
the role that applications packages can now play in an organisation☂s overall approach to
systems development,and it identifies the implications that this role has for those who manage
the information systems function. The report provides guidanceatthetactical level on selecting
and purchasing applications packages.

 



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group that examines major
developmentsin the fields of computers, telecommunications and office
automation on behalf of its subscribing members. The Foundation
provides a set of ☜eyes and ears☂☂ on the world for the systems
departments of some of Europe☂s largest organisations.

The Foundationcollects its information throughits office in London and
also throughits associated offices in Europe and the US. It transmitsits
findings to its members in three main ways:

♥ Through regular written reports that give detailed findings and
substantiating evidence.

♥ Through management conferences for managementservices
directors and their senior colleagues, where the emphasis is on
the policy implications of the subjects studied.

♥ Through professional and technical seminars where the mem-
bers☂ own specialist managers and technicians meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundation is controlled by a Management Board whose members
include representatives from the Foundation memberorganisations. The
responsibilities of the Management Board include selecting topics for
research and approving the Foundation☂s annual report and accounts,
which show how the subscribed research funds have been employed.   
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

Applications packages have been marketed and used since the mid-1960s, but there was a
period during the 1970s when manyorganisations did not favour using them. Now, however,
there is a renewedinterest in the use of applications packages, and thisisillustrated by the way
the number of packages sold hasincreased rapidly during the past few years. This renewed
interest has come aboutfor the following reasons:
ile Economies of scale

Computer equipment has become muchcheaper because of advances in both the design of
the equipment and the manufacturing processes. There have been no comparable advances
in either the design or the manufacture of software. The production of standard software,
with its development costs spread over manyusers, is one method of achieving software
cost reductions equivalent to equipment cost reductions. The trend to standard software
has, for sometime, been evidentin operating systems and environmental software such as
database managementsystems.It is now also apparent in applications software.

Increased demand for systems
The demand for computer-based systems continues to growin almostall organisations.
This increased demand applies not only to commercial data processing applications, but
also to new applications in the office, in the factory and in the public domain. Systems
developmentstaff are in short supply, however, andthis situation will almost certainly not
change in the medium-term future. It makes sense, therefore, for suppliers to concentrate
someofthis scarce resource on developing standard systems that many organisations can
then use. Individual organisations can then concentrate the effort of their own systems
development resource on those systemsactivities that are unique to their own business.

Reliability of software
The low level of softwarereliability continues to be a problem that manifestsitself in several
ways,including delays to developmentprojects andthehigh cost of maintaining operational
systems. The use of improved and more scientific methods of developing software is
currently the focus of much attention but, in the meantime, organisations need to use
pragmatic methods 'to reducethe impact of the low levelof softwarereliability. One method
is to use program code that has previously been used in otherinstallations and has become
morereliable as a result.
Increased market for packages
There is now a larger market for applications packages than there was a decade or more
ago. This larger market has developed as a result of both the increase in the number of
computersinstalled and the generalincrease in computer power available. In chapter 3 (on
page16) we report that our research has shownthat it takes betweenfive andfifteen times
more effort to develop and market a package than it does to develop a once-off bespoke
system. This means then that before a company can justify the investment that is essential
to properly design, market and support packages it needs to be assured that a large
potential market exists for those packages.

Changed marketing strategy
The continuing reduction in the cost of computer hardware has caused equipment suppliers



to reappraise their marketing strategies. The first evidence ofthis reappraisal camefrom the
minicomputer OEMs in the mid-1970s. They found that, to sell equipment valued at
between £30,000 and £50,000, they had to offer packaged applications software as well, in
order to keep the total cost to the purchaser to a reasonablefigure.

Over the past few years, major system suppliers have also found it necessary to review the
strategic importance of applications software. They are beginning to see applications soft-
ware notjust as a necessary precondition for selling hardware, but also as a source of added
revenuethatis, and will continue to be, of increasing commercial importance to them. This
trend towards the increasing commercial importance of applications software is highlighted
by the importancethatall hardware suppliers are now placing on office automation. Many
computer-based applications in the office (of which word processing is an obvious example)
offer suppliers the opportunity to sell a combination of hardware and a standard applica-
tions package.

THE PURPOSE AND THE STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT
The main purpose of this report is to advise those who manage the information systems
function about the strategic and the tactical issues concerned with applications packages. The
report reviews the major trends in the applications packages marketplace and considers the
impact of applications packages both on systems development and on systemsstrategy as a
whole. At a more detailed level, the report provides advice on how to evaluate and purchase
applications packages.

Chapter 2 reviews the overall shape and trends of the applications packages marketplace.
Chapter 3 examines the product development strategies and the marketing strategies of several
major applications package suppliers, and identifies common and different trends in those
suppliers☂ operations.
Chapter 4 reports the findings of both a survey of, and several interviews with, Foundationmembers, which we conductedas part of the research for this report.
Chapter 5 brings together the findings of our research concerning the selection, purchase anduse of applications packages. Finally, chapter 6 examines those aspects of overall systemsstrategy that applications packages may havean effect on.

THE SCOPE OF THE REPORT
This report is concerned with a limited part of all of the proprietary software that is availableboth from computer suppliers and the independent software suppliers. Proprietary software asa whole can beclassified broadly in the following ways:

♥ Environmental software such as operating systems, teleprocessing monitors, databasemanagement systems and networking software.
♥ Implementation software tools such as computer languages, debugging and testingaids, and query languages.

♥ Utility software suchaslibrary routines and sort/merge packages.
♥ Operational software tools for measuring performance and scheduling computertasks.
♥ Applications software Packages for use in functional data processing systems,inspecific industries and in business communications systems.



In practice, the distinction between applications packages and someof the other types of pro-
prietary software is blurred. For example, several applications packages include a high-level
report-generation language, and some applications packages use a database management
system for file management tasks.
We have concentrated on one aspect of the applications packages marketplace because we
know that that aspectis of universal interest to Foundation members. Werefer to the marketfor
general data processing applications packages, which includes packages for functions such as
finance, production and personnel. We have excluded packagesthat are intended to be used
only in a specific industry (such as banking). We have also excluded packages that are
concerned with business communications (such as word processing, electronic mail and so on).
Muchofthis report is, however, also directly relevant to both those types of packages.

INTENDED READERSHIP
This report is written mainly for those who manage the information systems function andall
those whoare concerned with systems development.It is also intended to be read by (and to be
helpful to) those data processing staff who maybeinvolved in selecting and evaluating applica-
tions packages.

Thereport is also intended to be of value to managementand executive staff outside of the data
processing area who are concerned with purchasing applications software. Finally, and by
implication, it is intended to be of value to the management of those organisations that are
concerned with the design, development and marketing of applications software.



CHAPTER 2

THE APPLICATIONS PACKAGES MARKETPLACE

The economics of commercial data processing have, for the past few years, been dominated by
the following three factors:

♥ The price of hardware has declined as a result of improved production methods and
greater competition.

♥ The cost of producing software has risen at approximately the rate of salary inflation.
♥ The shortage of programmersandanalystsis chronic, particularly in relation to the rate

at which the demand for computer-based systemsis growing.
These three factors combine to create difficulties both for those who managethe information
systems function and for the suppliers of hardware and software. The managerof the infor-
mation systems function is frustrated in his endeavour to harness cheap computer powerto
meetthe needsofhis organisation. The hardware supplier sees his profit margins eroded as the
costof a given level of computing power decreases. Many hardware suppliers now supply, and
charge for, software in addition to hardware, as a way of adding valueto their sales. The inde-
pendent software supplier needs to devise and sell the same standard software to manyusers.
By doing this he can both reduce the unit cost to each purchaser and finance properly the
design, marketing and support of his products.

It is against this background that we now examine the main trends in the applications softwaremarketplace. We begin with a review of the overall trends, which are independent of anyparticular national marketplace. We then analyse in somedetail both the structure of themarketplace in the United Kingdom and the products available in that marketplace. In carrying
out the various analyses of the United Kingdom marketplace, we have not made reference tospecific suppliers or products. Webelieve, therefore, that our findings in the United Kingdom
will, in general terms, be valid also for other national markets.

THE OVERALL TRENDS IN THE MARKETPLACE
Mostof the available statistics concerning the size and the rate of growth of the applicationspackages marketplace relate to the United States. Consequently, our discussion of the overalltrends refers primarily to that country. We believe, however, that the overall trends in theUnited States are similar to those elsewherein the Western World, even thoughthesize of thesoftware marketplace in the United States is about three times as large as the size of theequivalent market in Europe. Webelieve, therefore, that our discussion of the overall trends inthe applications packages marketplace is valid not only for the United States but also for
Europe.

Before we examinethe trendsin the marketfor applications packages,wefirst need to considerthe wider field of software packages (whichincludes not only applications software, but alsooperating systems, database management systems, query languages, etc.). The suppliers ofsoftware packages can be divided conveniently into the two followingcategories:



♥ System suppliers, such as IBM, ICL, Honeywell, etc. Several independent sources
(such as International Data Corporation) have estimated that, in the United States,
system suppliers account for about half of the total software market.

♥ Independent software vendors, such as Informatics, MSA, Cincom, Pansophic,etc.
Most of the published statistics indicate that the market share of this category of
suppliers is growing at a faster rate than the market share of the system suppliers. Figure
1 showsthat independentsoftware suppliers accountedfor less than half of the market
in the mid-1970s, but that they are likely to supply nearly two-thirds of the market by
1985. Thefigure showsalsothat the total software marketis expected to increase by 170
per centin the five years up to 1985, although the market for custom-made softwarewill
increase at a much slowerrate than will the market for standard software packages.

It is not easyto find statistics that break down the revenuesfromall types of software packages
into the constituent sectors of the software market that we identify on page 2. Whatis clear

 

Figure 1 Software sales in the United States
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thoughis that, in 1978, the market share and the annual growthrate of the three main sectors ofthe independent software market in the United States were as follows:
♥ Systemssoftware accounted for 15 per cent of the market, and the volume of sales wasgrowing at 21 per cent per annum.
♥ Utility software accounted for 36 per cent of the market, and the volumeof sales wasgrowing at 36 per cent per annum.
♥ Applications software accounted for 48 per cent of the market, and the volume ofsaleswas growing at 39 per cent per annum.

The European software market, measured by the revenue earned by software companies, isdominated largely by United States companies, although the local software houses both inFrance and the United Kingdom provide effective competition. Figure 2 shows the revenueearned in Europe by independent software suppliers in 1979. The revenue amountsin figure 2are taken from a recent report published by International Data Corporation, and the report alsoestimates that the total value of the United Kingdom packaged software market in 1979 was£33 million. The report also predicts that the market will grow by 25 per cent per annum up to1983, whenthetotal revenue will be £82 million for that year. The value ofthe total Europeanpackaged software market was estimated to be £165 million for 1979.

THE STRUCTUREOF THE UNITED KINGDOM MARKET
In the United Kingdom,there are about 1,100 organisations that are concernedeither with thesupply of complete systems (some of which include applications software)or with the supply ofindependently-written software packages of one type or another. The overall structure of themarketplace in the United Kingdomisillustrated in figure 3 on page 8. The figure showsthatabout 130 of the 1,100 organisations supply mainframe computers and minicomputers,including small business systems. The remaining 950 organisations supply standard software,and they canbeclassified as the independent software suppliers. Only 325 of those independentsoftware suppliers provide local technical and/or marketing supportin the United Kingdom,andit is these organisations that are likely to be of most interest to potential purchasers ofindependent software in the United Kingdom.
About 145 of the 325 organisations provide either systems andutility software or specialisedapplications softwareforparticular industries. The remaining 180 organisations provide generalapplications software, and their applications packages can be divided into the following twogroups:

♥ Commercial data processing applications, provided by 143 suppliers.
♥ Statistical and engineering design applications, provided by 37 suppliers.

This meansthen that 143 suppliers in the United Kingdom provideapplications packagesof thekind that we defined on page2. Of those 143 suppliers, 129 are companies whose headquartersare in the United Kingdom and, typically, they have:
♥ Between 10 and 15 programmers.
♥ Between 3 and 5 marketingstaff.
♥ Between 3 and 10 products.



 

Figure 2 Packaged software revenuesin Europein 1971
 

 

   
Supplier Country of origin $ (millions)

Cincom Systems Inc. USA 12.50
Computer Associates Inc. USA 9.35
Informatics Inc. USA G20
Software AG Germany 8.90
Applied Data ResearchInc. USA 8.15
Altergo Software Ltd. UK AF o2:
Hoskyns Group Ltd. UK 7.00
Pansophic Systems Inc. USA 6.80
Peterborough Data Processing Services Ltd. UK 6.50*
ADV/Orga Germany 6.36
Software Design Inc. USA 5.90
Package ProgramsLtd. UK BW:
Westinghouse Electric Corporation USA 5.50
Metra International France 5.30
CGI France 22
Arthur Anderson and Co. USA 5.00
SAP. Germany 4.71
The European Software Company Ltd. Eire 4.00
CAP-Gemini-Sogeti France 3.40
Cullinane Corporation USA 3:26
Management Science America Inc. USA 2250!
 

*Estimated

(Source: IDC Europe)
 

The remaining 14 of those suppliers are United Kingdom branches ofoverseas (mostly United
States) organisations. They typically have between 50 and 100 (or even more) programmers at
their headquarters orin branchoffices, and they offer about the same numberof products as do
the United Kingdom-based companies.

APPLICATIONS PACKAGES AVAILABLE FROM INDEPENDENT SUPPLIERS

Aspart of the research for this report we undertook an analysis of the applications packages
available in the United Kingdom market from independentsources. (By independent sources we

 
 



 Figure 3 The structure of the United Kingdom applications packages market at the
end of 1980
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mean those sources that do not require the potential user either to purchase computer
equipmentor to use a bureauin order to makeuseofthe applications software.) Our analysis
showed that the number of software packageson offer to users can be categorised as follows:

♥ 292 system software packages.
♥ 637 utility software packages.

♥ 208 applications packages for specific industries.
♥ 1,200 general data processing applications packages.

Weanalysed in detail the types of applications packagesavailable for general data processing
applications, and the results of the analysis are shownin figure 4. The figure shows that 39 per
cent of the packagesareforuse in financial applications, with administration applications and
production planning (or production control) applications each catered for by about 18 per cent
of the packages.

 

Figure 4 Types of applications packages available in 1980 in the United Kingdom
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Type of application packages Typical applications

Financial accounting 470 Nominal ledger, purchase ledger, sales
ledger

Production planning 240 Bills of materials, inventory control,
and control production control, purchasing

Administration 210 Asset accounting, financial planning,
job costing, project management,
telephone accounting

Employee administration 120 Payroll, personnel records, pension
records

Sales and marketing 100 Sales order processing, invoicing,
mailing, market research

Distribution : 40 Route planning, fleet maintenance   
 

 

In figure 5, we show the growthin the number of applications packages available in the United
Kingdom from independentsuppliers. Each entry in figure 5 shows the proportion of packages
available today that were brought to the marketin each of the time periods showninthefigure.
From the figure, the following three main trends concerning the growth in the availability of
packages can be seen:

♥ More thanhalf of the packagesavailable today first came onto the market between 1977
and 1979.



♥ At the end of the 1970s, packages for use on minicomputers accounted for more than
half of all the packages available, whilst packages available for use on mainframe
computers accounted for only one-third of the total.

♥ The numberof new mainframe packages coming onto the market reacheda peakin the
mid-1970s, and has declined since then.

Although figure 5 does notillustrate it, the rate of growth in the number of microcomputer
packages was, by 1979, approximately twice that of mainframe packages. The total number of
microcomputer packagesavailable is more or less doubling each year now, and, if this trend
continues, microcomputer packages will dominate the packages marketplace in the fairly near
future.

 

Figure 5 Percentage of applications packagesavailable in the United Kingdom at the
end of the 1970s, tabulated by the periods in which they were introduced
 

 

 

Prior 1970 1974 1977
Type of computer to to to to Total

1970 1973 1976 1979
Mainframe 3.8 6.5 129 10.7 oo9
Minicomputer 1.1 5.4 152 34.7 56.4
Microcomputer ♥ ♥ 0.2 a5 97

Total 4.9 11.9 28.3 54.9 100.0         
 

Figure 6 shows, for each type of computer and for each of the most common type ofapplication, the number of packagesavailable in the United Kingdom prior to 1975, and thenumberthat becameavailable in the period 1975 to 1979. From the analysis shownin figure 6 weconclude that:
-- Minicomputer packagesfor financial applications have been the fastest growing marketsector in the period 1975 to 1979.
♥ Mainframe and minicomputer packages, both for production planning (or production

control) applications and for employee-administration applications, have been areas ofhigh growth.
♥ The range of microcomputer packages now available is widest for those applicationareas for which thereis already a wide choice of mainframe or minicomputer packages.

THE USAGE OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGES
Our interviews with suppliers of packaged software (which wereport on in chapter 3) showedus that the software industry commonly expectsthe effort required to develop a package to be
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between five and fifteen times the effort required to develop an equivalent bespoke system.
With this expectation in mind, we analysed the number of worldwide purchasers of the
packages available in the United Kingdom from independent suppliers for three selected
applications ♥ payroll, general ledger and financial planning.

 
Figure 6 Numberof applications packagesavailable in the United Kingdom, tabulated

by type of application and type of computer

 

 

 

 

Type of computer

Type of application Mainframe Minicomputer Be

Pre 1974 1975-79 Pre 1974 1975279 1975-1979
Financial accounting 49 46 58 228 50

Administration 42 48 15 70 12

Sales and marketing 11 11 4 55 12

Employee administration 13 22 25 5g 15

Project management 17 24 9 27 7

Production planning 23 46 24 7 19
and control
Distribution 1 10 S) 23 4
Statistics 14 23 io g 10       
 

 

We examineda total of 265 packages, and the results of our analysis are shownin figure 7. They
show that 128 packages (or about one-half ofall those we examined) had each been purchased
by fewerthanfive organisations worldwide. Our surveyof, and our interviewswith, Foundation
members lead us to conclude that few potential purchasers would regard packages that have
such a small customer base as being worthy of detailed evaluation. In addition, it is most
unlikely that a package that has such a small customer base could be commercially successful.

The results of our analysis indicate also that 86 packages (or about one-third of all those we
examined) had each been purchased by 16 or more organisations worldwide. This size of
customer base would lead most potential purchasers to regard those packagesas being worthy
of further evaluation. Also, packagesthat have this size of customer base can reasonably expect
to achieve commercial success, and this commercial success will enable the suppliers con-
cerned to provide the level of support that purchasers require.

Of the 265 packages we examined, only 30 have a customer base of 100 or more. Packages such
as thosearelikely to be able to cater for a wide variety of end-user requirements. They arelikely
also to warrant notonly effective marketing and technical organisations to support them, but
also a comprehensive programmeof product development. Of the 30 packagesthatfail into this

11



category, 25 originate in the United States, and only 4 originate in the United Kingdom. (Theother oneoriginates in Canada.)

 
Figure 7 Worldwide purchasers of selected packagesavailable in the United Kingdomas at the end of 1980
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|
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Payroll 103 56 16 18 13
General ledger 94 40 20 22 12
Financial planning 68 32) 15 16 5
Total 265 128 Si 56 30
Percentage oftotal 100 49 19 20 12       
 

 

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have analysed briefly the structure of the marketplace for applications pack-ages. Our analysis has shownthat the numberof new applications packagesavailable for use onmainframe computers is now growing slowly, whereas,forthe past five years, the majority ofnew packages have been designed for minicomputers. However, the number of packagesavailable for use on microcomputers is now growing at an explosive rate, and if this trendcontinues, microcomputer packageswill soon dominate the applications packages market.
Atfirst sight, the applications packages marketis served by several hundred organisations, eachoffering several products. Many of those products, however, have been purchasedby only afew organisations, andit is doubtfulif they canreally beclassified as packages. Our viewis thatthis proliferation of products that only a few potential users purchaseis a sign of an immaturemarketplace. Consequently, we expect that the number of suppliers and productswill diminisheventually. We expect, then, that the surviving products and suppliers will be truly able to meetthe requirements of a diverse end-user community.
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CHAPTER3

THE SUPPLIERS OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGES AND THEIR PRODUCTS

In the previous chapterof this report we indicated that only a few of the suppliers in the United
Kingdom applications packages marketplace have a significant number of customers for any
one of their products. We said, moreover, that only those few suppliers are likely to succeedin
the applications packages marketplace.

Wedecided,as part of our researchforthis report, to seek the assistance of nine suppliers that
we selected as being (or as promising to be) successful in the applications packages
marketplace. We concentrated on three categories of suppliers of packagesthat are designed to
be used with mainframe computers and minicomputers, as set out below:

♥ System suppliers. We invited IBM (United Kingdom) Limited, International Computers
Limited, and Digital Equipment CompanyLimited to participate in the research, andall
three agreed to do so.

♥ Computer services companies. All three of the computer services companies (Hoskyns
Group Limited, Dataskil Limited and RTZ Computer Services Limited) that weinvited to
participate in the research agreed to do so.

♥ Independent package suppliers. We invited three independent package suppliers to
participate in the research. Two of them (Management Science America Limited and
Package Programs Limited) agreed to participate, but Peterborough Data Processing
Services Limited declined our invitation. (Management Science America Limited is the
United Kingdom subsidiary of Management Science America Inc.)

All of those eight supplier organisations provided us with valuable assistance with our research.
We conducted an in-depth interview with a senior staff representative from each organisation.
The aim of eachinterview was to allow us to gain a thorough understanding of the supplier☂s
policy, approach and product range, and alsoto identify any similarities or differences there are
betweenthe three different categories of suppliers of applications packages.

In addition, we examined one of the products supplied by each of five of the participating
suppliers both for technical quality and level of documentation. The five products were:

♥ The MASrangeof packages provided by Hoskyns Group Limited.

♥ The Prosper system provided by Dataskil Limited.

♥ The FASCIA package provided by RTZ Computer Services Limited.

♥ The Q-PAC package provided by Management Science America Limited.

♥ The MMSrangeof systems provided by Package Programs Limited.

The approach that we havetakenin this chapter in presenting the findings of our research with
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package suppliers is to compare and contrast the approaches taken by the participating
suppliers underthe six following headings:

♥ The customersfor applications packages.
♥ The achievement of customersatisfaction.
♥ The range of hardware supported by packages.
♥ Therelationship suppliers have with hardware manufacturers.
♥ The applications areas selected by the suppliers.
♥ Theorigins and the development of packages.

Althoughthe findings reported in this chapter relate specifically to the eight organisations thatparticipated in the research, the conclusions that we have come to are, in our view,likely toapply to most, if not all, suppliers of applications packages.

THE CUSTOMERSFOR APPLICATIONS PACKAGES
Mostapplications packagesare now sold direct to end users within an organisation, rather thanto the organisation's data processing function. The suppliers of packages, andin particular theindependentsuppliers and the computer services companies, have beenforcedto sell direct toend users because of the hostile attitudes some data processing professionals take towardsapplications packages. However, most of the suppliers that we interviewed told us that thenumber of enquiries they receive from data processing departments is now increasing. Theyaddedthatthis increase seemsto indicate that data processing professionals have had a changeof attitude towards applications packages. Our ownresearch both of user experience of, andattitudes to, applications packages, which wediscussin chapter4 ofthis report, confirms thatthe attitudes of data processing professionals towards the use of applications packages haverecently undergone a change.
Of the three categories of package suppliers, the system suppliers have the closest relationshipwith an organisation☂s data processing department. On the other hand, the independentsuppliers have closer ties with end users, and often those suppliers deal with the data process-ing departmentin an organisation only at the time when a packageis installed or when in-housemodifications to a package are being carried out.
Mostof the suppliers of packages thatparticipated in the research encourage the formation ofuser groups. In general, organised user-groupliaison with the client base is valued more bythose suppliers whosetotal revenue dependslargely on providing applications packagesthanitis by those suppliers whose revenue from applications packages forms only a small part of theirtotal revenue. Applications packages user groupsare usually controlled by the customers, andthe supplier will attend a user-group meeting onlyif it is invited to do so. Froma supplier☂s pointof view, one of the most useful functions that an applications package user groupfulfils is as aforum for determining thepriorities for new facilities to be included in future releases of thepackage.

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Applications packages can be described as generalised solutions to requirements that most,ifnotall, potential customers perceive as being unique to their own particular circumstances. For
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a supplier, an important aspect of both achieving a sale and ensuring customersatisfaction with
an installed package is either to eliminate or to disguise this apparent contradiction. In order to
solve this problem, package suppliers can take one of the following two contrasting
approaches:

♥ Theservice-oriented approach, which provides a flexible service by customising the
package to meet each customer's particular requirements.

♥ The product-oriented approach, which providesa flexible product that can be tuned to
satisfy each customer☂s requirements without modifying either the concepts that
underlie the package or the codingitself.

As we discuss below, the system suppliers and the computer services companies use the first
approach. The independent package suppliers use the second approach.

1. The service-oriented approach
The service-oriented approach emphasises the service that the supplier provides to the
customers, and, not surprisingly, it is the approach taken by those package suppliers whose
involvement with applications packages is secondary to their main business activities. Thus,
the system suppliers use packages both tohelp sell their own hardware and to complement
their range of softwareservices. If a potential sale is sufficiently important to the supplier,
and if the potential customer exerts enough pressure, a system supplier will modify a
package to suit the potential customer's requirements in the same way that a computer
services companywill. Potential purchasers of an applications package can recognise when
the supplier is using this service-oriented approachby the supplier's expressed willingness
to provide the source code to the purchaser.

Suppliers use different methods to customise a package to meet the needsof a particular
purchaser. Some suppliers will provide their own staff to modify the package, and others
will permit either the customer's own data processing staff or the staff of a third party to
modify the package.
The purchaser of a customised packagewill, however, pay a heavy penalty as regards the
subsequent maintenance of the package by the supplier. All the suppliers that weinter-
viewedsaid they would not support a customised package within the termsof their normal
maintenance contract. In addition, the customerhas to payfor the modifications necessary
to customise the package to his requirements.

With the exception of Dataskil Limited, all of the system suppliers and the computer
services companies that we interviewed use a service-oriented approach. We examined the
Dataskil Prosper system, and the representative of Dataskil Limited emphasised that his
company does not regard Prosper as an ordinary package. The Prosper system was origi-
nally conceived as a language, and it has subsequently been enhanced to become a
powerful tool that can be used for building systems. The tool is not modified to meet the
requirementsof a specific application, butit is used to build the appropriate solution. This
simple technical concept permits Dataskil Limited to take a purely product-oriented
approach (such as we discuss below) with the Prosper system.

2. The product-oriented approach
In general, the product-oriented approach is the approach that the independent package
suppliers take. These suppliers aim to provide a flexible product backed upbya first-class
service both for maintenance and product development. Before they release a new product
they increasingly invest resources on research and developmentto an extent that, atfirst
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sight, would seem to be excessive. Theyestimate that it costs them betweenfive and fifteentimes as muchto develop a truly flexible package productasit does to develop an equivalentbespoke system.
There is an important difference between this approachof providing

a

flexible product andthe approachofproviding a flexible service. That differenceis that once a flexible productenters the marketplaceit is not subsequently modified for individual customers. Typically,the suppliers that adoptthis product-oriented approach to applications packages do notrelease the source code of a package to the purchasers of that package.
The rationale of this approach of providing a flexible product is that a supplier cannotsuccessfully support individual customised versions of a package once a fairly small numberof customised versions have been created. Thelivelihood of the independent packagesuppliers depends on the successoftheir packages. If they are to survive, they must avoidsituations where either they incur unacceptably high maintenancecosts or their customersstop using a package because a new release of the packageis not sufficiently reliable.Consequently, many independent package suppliers supportonly thelatest release of eachpackage. They achieve this by issuing new releases of a package to all those of theircustomers that have a maintenance agreement with them. In addition, they insist that aCustomer who wishes to renew a lapsed maintenance agreement repurchasesthe latestrelease of a package.
Both of the independent package suppliers that we interviewed used a product-orientedapproach to the supply of applications packages.

THE RANGE OF HARDWARE SUPPORTED BY PACKAGES

The independent package suppliers, however, always assume that their applications packageswill be run not only on several different ranges of hardware, but also on different sizes ofcomputerwithin any particular range. Nevertheless, the independent package suppliers, like thecomputerservices companies, usually have a favoured range of hardware and more often thannot that range is IBM's. Consequently, in developing the first version of a package, theindependentsupplierwill normally designit to run ona predefined target machine. For examplethe current policy of ManagementScience America Limited is to design packages primarily torun on the IBM 4300 range of computers in a DOS (or OS) CICS/VSAM environment. In

Applications packages usually run on a wide range of configurations within a particular hard-ware range.In particular, the input and the output devices that a Package uses can bevariedaccording to the particular hardware configuration available. Nevertheless, Packagesare usually
such a package can be run ona minimum hardware configuration (for example, a configurationconsisting of less than 64k bytes of memory, one disc, one input device and one output device),it will probably perform inefficiently whenit runs on a minimum hardware configuration.
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THE RELATIONSHIP SUPPLIERS HAVE WITH HARDWARE MANUFACTURERS
Asfar as applications packages are concerned, the computer services companies and the inde-
pendent package suppliers have a dual relationship with the hardware manufacturers (thatis,
with the system suppliers). On the one hand, they compete directly with the system suppliers,
because most system suppliers provide, or intend to provide, applications software. On the
other hand, they rely on the system suppliers, because packages are of no value without the
hardware to run them on. (Of course, the system suppliers also rely both on the computer
services companies and the independent package suppliers, because theavailability of success-
ful applications packages mayincrease the sales of the system suppliers☂ hardware. That is why
the system suppliers have entered into the applications packages marketplace.)
This mutual dependence between the system suppliers and the other two kinds of suppliers of
applications packagesexists for all types of hardware andall types of packages. In the area of
large mainframe computers and expensive (and sophisticated) packages,therelationship is one
of mutual courtesy. In that area, the computer services companies and the independent
package suppliers normally decide on a well-known target machine for which to design their
packages, and they then concentrate on that range of hardware for several years before
extending their packages to run on other ranges of hardware. For example,the MASrangeof
packageswasoriginally designed to run on the ICL 1900 range of computers. The IBM version
and the PDP 11 version of the MASrange were developedrespectively five years and nine years
after theinitial ICL version was developed. Similarly, Management Science America Limited (as
we have already mentioned) now designsits packages for a standard IBM configuration, and
Dataskil Limited designs its products to run only on ICL equipment.

Those of the hardware manufacturers that supply mainframe computers are well aware of the
independently-supplied packaged software that is available for use on their own ranges of
hardware. For example, IBM now maintainsa list of software packages that are available from
non-IBM sources and that can run on IBM hardware. Also, a mainframe computer system
supplier will sometimes purchase a package developed by an independentsupplier, and will
then market that package as part of its own proprietary software offerings. Alternatively, a
system supplier will sometimes sub-contract both the development and the subsequent main-
tenance of a package to an independent supplier.

In the area of minicomputers, the relationship between the system suppliers and the other two
types of suppliers of applications packages is one in which the system supplier needs the help of
the software supplier. The minicomputer manufacturers needthis help for two reasons:

♥ Minicomputer manufacturers are not generally experiencedin providing the applications
support and the software support that the users of their equipment require.

♥ Minicomputer☂ sales depend increasingly on the availability of good applications
software.

The minicomputer manufacturers☂ lack of experience in providing applications support and soft-
ware support has been highlighted by the entry of both IBM and other mainframe manufac-
turers into the small-computer market. These manufacturers have supported their entry into
that market by providing a range of applications packages aimed at the small business user.
Consequently, minicomputer manufacturers are anxious to collaborate with those independent
software suppliers that already have a proven range of applications packages. For example,
Digital Equipment Company Limited has recently made an agreement with Hoskyns Group
Limited to market jointly the PDP 11 version of the MAS range of packages. Also, Package
Programs Limited has been approachedby several minicomputer manufacturers. Each manu-
facturer has asked Package ProgramsLimited to makeits popular range of accounting packages
available to run on the minicomputer manufacturer's range of equipment.
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The minicomputer manufacturersfind it attractive to collaborate with an independent softwaresupplier, because they themselvescanill afford the costs of applications software research anddevelopment. The easiest wayfor them to ensure that proven applications softwareis availableon their minicomputers is to arrange for independent package suppliers to provideit.
At the present time, the independent software suppliers do not have a relationship with themicrocomputer manufacturers becausetheir products do notsell in the microcomputer market-place. Applications packages of the type that form the subject of this report do notsell in themicrocomputer marketplace because they require more complex hardware and softwareenvironments than microcomputers can provide. The microcomputer marketplaceis, however,well served by low-cost packages, many of which have been developedeither by hobbyists orby other enthusiasts.
Theprice that a microcomputer purchaseris prepared to pay for applications software is animportant factor that will, in our view, prevent the independent package suppliers entering themicrocomputer marketplace. The purchaserof any applications packagewill inevitably relate itsCost to the cost of the hardware. The costof a microcomputeris low andsothecost of anyapplications packagewill also need to be low. Thus, the supplier of a packagewill needto sellmanycopiesofit in order to generate an acceptable level of revenue. We do not believe, how-ever, that any independent package supplier will be able to sell sufficient copies of a package,and there are three reasonsforthis:

♥ Truly independent microcomputer packagesaredifficult to construct, because there areso manydifferent makes and models of microcomputers to be catered for. Also, ofcourse, the package supplier would need to maintain many different versions of thepackage.
♥ Package suppliers receive a substantial proportionoftheir revenuein the form of annuallicence fees and maintenance contracts. Microcomputerusers will want to make only asingle (and low) paymentfor any applications software.
♥ Software copyright protection is an ill-defined area, and it is difficult to enforce.Unauthorised copying of a microcomputer Package could easily prevent the highvolume of sales a supplier needs in order to generate the required revenue from aPackage.

THE APPLICATIONS AREAS SELECTED BY THE SUPPLIERS OF PACKAGES
Packagesareavailable for a wide variety of applications areas, but most suppliers of packagesconcentrate on just a few selected applications areas. The reason forthis is that a Packagesupplier has to develop expertise in the selected areas, and so only the larger mainframe systemsuppliers can afford to develop packagesin manydifferent applications areas. For example, IBMand ICL provide packages in most applications areas, including some highly-specialised andrarely-used applications. For highly-specialised applications areas, IBM often purchasesa suc-cessful system from one of its customers. (IBM's agreement to market Lockheed☂s graphicdesign system is an example of this approach.)
On the other hand, and for the reason just given, the computer services companies and theindependent package suppliers prefer to develop expertise in a limited number of applicationsareas, and they are unwilling to develop packages for other applications areas. Instead, theyprefer to develop new versions of their existing packages to run on different ranges ofhardware.
Our interviews with package suppliers indicated that in selecting an applications area for whichto develop a package they apply threecriteria:
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♥ The applications area should be sufficiently general to provide an adequate marketfor a
package.

♥ The applications area should be sufficiently complex to prevent others developing cheap
and quick solutions thatwill satisfy the needs of the majority of potential end users. The
applications should also be sufficiently complex to make the cost of developing a
bespoke system beyond the meansof all but the largest organisations.

♥ The applications area should be sufficiently well defined by either legislation (for
example, taxation) or professional and international standardisation (for example,
accountancy or production control).

The majority of applications packages available in the marketplace are in a few well-defined
applications areas. Our analysis of the United Kingdom marketplace in chapter 2 showedthat
accounting and financial applications packages are provided by many applications packages
suppliers. Manufacturing and production control applications packagesare also available from
several suppliers. But the applications areas in which the widest choice of packagesexist are
payroll applications, pensions applications and the personnelapplications associated with both
payroll and pensions. Any package supplier that is a serious contender in the applications
packages marketplace inevitably has its own payroll system to offer to potential purchasers.

THE ORIGINS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF PACKAGES

All of the package suppliers that we interviewed have their own systems developmentstaff,
although not all of the products they provide necessarily originate from their own workshops.
Several packages are sold and supported by agencies, because only the largest package
developers can afford the international marketing costs that are necessary to create a worldwide
market for a package. For example, before an international QO-PAC companywasformedin the
late 1970s, the Q-PACpayroll package had been provided exclusively through several interna-
tional agents for more than ten years. Also, several of the packages provided both by Package
ProgramsLimited and RTZ Computer Services Limited originated in the United States, and are
now marketed in the United Kingdom underlicensing agreements.

The mainframe system suppliers have their own software development sections which develop
most of their applications packages. As we mentioned on page 18, however, they are prepared
to buy in packages where this is appropriate. On the other hand, Digital Equipment Company
Limited openly admits that it does not develop packages. Instead of developing packages,
Digital Equipment Company Limited prefers to negotiate joint agreements with software
companies, and the agreement it has with Hoskyns Group Limited for the MAS range of
packages is an example of this approach.

In general, the computerservices companies and the independent package suppliers develop
their own applications packages. Sometimes, however, they are prepared to market a package
developed by another supplier, provided that it complements their own range of products.
There have even beeninstances where an independent supplier has taken over another package
supplier. For example, when Management Science America Inc. was looking for a suitable inter-
national payroll package to market,it decided to acquire the whole Q-PAC companyinstead of
merely acquiring the marketing rights to the Q-PAC package.

Package suppliers usually develop a series of interlocking packages within a particular applica-
tions area, and the suppliers and their customers alike benefit from this approach. The suppliers
benefit because the series of interlocking packages provides them with multiple and on-going
sales opportunities. Their customers benefit because they can gradually introduce packages
into the particular applications area. Both the MASrange of packages and the products
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marketed by Management Science America Limited are designed as interlocking ranges ofpackages. Sometimes,a package supplier develops a series of interlocking packages that spansseveral different, but related, applicationsareas. Thus, a package in one applications area cansometimesbeinterfaced to a packagein another area, provided that both Packagesare suppliedby the same supplier.
Apart from the interfaces that are provided betweendifferent packagesin an interlocking rangeof packages, applications packagesare not, in general, designed from the outset to interfacewith other applications systems. Nevertheless, the majority of packagesuppliers now developtheir products to interface with the most widely used database management systems. Also,links between such packages and other applications systems can be provided by using thedatabase management system as an intermediary. Even when a database management systemcannot be usedin this way, a package can easily be linked to other applications systems byconstructing an interface consisting of a bespokefile and program.
Even thougha packageis normally marketed for use in a particular applications area, it may wellhave been developed sothatit can be used also in several otherapplicationsareas. For example,a well-designed general ledger package could easily be modified to enableit to be used in anyapplication that requires complex hierarchical data structures.
A successful applications Packagewill be used by manydiverse end users, and those respon-sible for designing and developing a package need to ensure thatit is as flexible as possible. Theearliest method used to develop a flexible package was known as the ☜preprocessor-customiser☝ method. With this method, the end user selected the parameters required tocustomise the package, and the Parameters and a general version of the package were thenProcessed by a customiser Program to generate the customised version of the package. IBMand other package suppliers formerly used the Preprocessor-customiser method, but, today,flexible packages are mainly developed by using twoalternative methods. These two methods,which wediscuss below, are the parameterisation method and the open-ended design method.
1. The parameterisation methodWith the parameterisation method, the complete rangeof optionsthat the packageprovidesare built into the package, and the end user uses Parametersto select his required options.Options are normally available both for processing functions and files, and the files the end

2. The open-ended design methodThe open-ended design method of developing packages provides a basic applications
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All of the package suppliers that we interviewed recognised that the time, the cost and the
effort required to develop a packageareall several times higher than those required to develop
an equivalent bespoke system. There is, however, a distinct difference between the
development approachof the service-oriented suppliers and the development approach of the
product-oriented suppliers. The service-oriented suppliers approach the development of a
package in a waythat is similar to the approach used for developing bespoke software. The
product-oriented companies, however, recognise that, for two reasons, a true package is
fundamentally different from bespoke software. Thefirst is that a true package needs to be
more flexible than is bespoke software, and the second is that a true package should be
developed from the outset to run both in different end-user environments andin different hard-
ware and software environments.

To develop packagesthatare flexible and that also can run in different environments, a package
supplier needs to take a different approach to the one used for developing bespoke software.
The ☁blueprint☂ development approach that Management Science America Limited now uses
for developing packagesillustrates the approach that, in our view, product-oriented suppliers
need to take. With the blueprint approach, the development of a package commenceswith a
researchstage.In that stage, the functions that the packageis to provide are determined, as are
the basic technical features that the package will use. In addition, the target hardware and
software environmentis specified for the first version of the package. At the end of the research
stage, the first version of the package is then developed, and this first version is then used as
the blueprint version to generate alternative versions of the packagefordifferent hardware and
software environments. The mechanism that is used to develop alternative versions of a
packageis a filter that is oriented to a target machine. The filter translates the blueprint version
of the packageinto source code that can be compiled and then executed on the target machine.

The blueprint approach requires the package developerto invest substantial amounts of both
time and moneyin the development of a package. Those package suppliers that either do not
have, or are not prepared to make available the resources to make the investment that the
blueprint approach requires, tend to redevelop a packageat least once, and perhaps twice. The
first redevelopment usually takes place about two to three years after the initial version of a
package has been developed. Sometimes, in redeveloping the package, the supplier is able to
enlarge the scope of the packageas a result of the experience gained from the initial version. At
a later stage, a supplier will sometimes redevelop a package a second time to enable the
packageeither to exploit new technical features or to run in a completely different software and
hardware environment.

SUMMARY
In this chapter, we have shownthat the suppliers of applications packages can be divided into
two main groups. On the one hand, there are those suppliers that take a service-oriented
approachto the supply of applications packages. In general, those suppliers consider that by
providing applications packages they are providing a service which either complements or adds
to otherservices or products that they supply. Onthe other hand, there are those suppliers that
take a product-oriented approach to the supply of applications packages. In general, the
commercial success of those suppliers dependsprimarily, or even exclusively, on the revenue
they derive from supplying applications packages.

It is well knownthat the cost of software, relative to the costof hardware, formsanincreasingly
larger proportion of the total costs of information processing systems. This trend meansthat
the revenue from software that the system suppliers and the computer services companies
receive will increasingly form a larger proportionoftheir total revenues. For this reason, and for
the three other reasons wegive below, webelieve that the system suppliers☂ approach and the
computer services companies☂ approach to applications packages will increasingly shift from
being service-oriented to being product-oriented. The three other reasons for this shift are:
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♥ Applications packageswill increasingly become moreattractive than bespokesystems,so far as end users are concerned. The reason forthis is that, as the cost of developingbespoke systemscontinues to increase, the cheapersolution that applications packagesoffer will becomeirresistible.
♥ Applications packageswill provide a greater proportion ofthe profits both of the systemsuppliers and the computer services companies. This increase in the proportion ofprofits will come partly from an increased volumeof sales of packaged software, andpartly from a relative fall in hardwareprofits.
♥ Higher volumesofsales of applications packageswill substantially increase the mainten-anceburdenthat service-oriented suppliers have to bear. The service-oriented suppliers,therefore, will be forced both by commercial pressures and managementpressures tomove towards a product-oriented approach to supplying applications packages.

We believe, therefore, that the applications packages suppliers will, in future, becomepredominantly product-oriented suppliers.

Whenthe majority of suppliers have become product-oriented, this changed approachwill haveseveral effects both on the suppliers themselves and on their products. In our view, the mostimportant effects will be:

♥ There will be a smaller number of applications packages suppliers, because fewerorganisations will be prepared to make the substantial investment that is required toresearch, develop and market each new product.
♥ The existing package suppliers will extend their range of products slowly, if at all,becauseof the substantial investmentthat is required to launch a new product.
♥ A greater proportion of packageswill be standard products, which their suppliers willnot be prepared to modify for individual users.
♥ Usergroupswill play an increasingly important role in deciding which newfeatureswillbe incorporated in new releases of a package.
♥ The end users will continue to be the suppliers☂ major sales target, and this will meanthat suppliers will provide excellent end-user documentation and Operating documenta-tion.
♥ Suppliers will not supply their users with the source code of a package.The result will bethat, increasingly, maintenance will be carried out by the supplier, rather than by theuser.
♥ Suppliers will build greater flexibility into packages, so that end users can configure thepackage to meettheir particular needs.
♥ Anincreasing proportion of packageswill be developed to run in a standard hardwareand software environment. A supplier then will not provideversions of a packageto runin other environments unless, in the supplier's view, the potential market size justifiesthe effort involved in Creating a new version.

In conclusion, the product-oriented suppliers of applications packages usually havea limitednumber of high-quality products, and they provide excellent all-round maintenance and



support. In our view, these product-oriented suppliers provide both a better product and a
better service to their customers than do the service-oriented suppliers of applications
packages.
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CHAPTER 4

FOUNDATION MEMBERS☂ EXPERIENCE WITH APPLICATIONS PACKAGES

As part of our research for this report, we investigated both the experience that Foundationmembers have of using applications packages and the opinions they have about the market-placefor applications packages.In particular, we undertook a detailed surveyof the experienceof those members that are based in the United Kingdom. The survey took the form of aquestionnaire which asked members to provide information on the following topics:
♥ The current use members make of applications packages.
♥ The patterns of members☂ expenditure on systems development.
♥ Thecriteria members usein selecting applications packages.

Thirty-two Foundation members returned wholly completed (or partially completed) question-naires, and the respondent organisations represented a wide range of industry and businesssectors. In addition to conducting the questionnaire survey, weinterviewed a selection of therespondentorganisations, and we also conducted interviews with several organisations (bothfrom Continental Europe and the United States) that use applications packages.
The findings of our research into the use of applications packagesare reported in this chapterunder three main headings:

♥ Therole of applications packagesin systems development.
♥ The evaluation and theinstallation of applications packages.
♥ Ananalysis of the packages used.

THE ROLE OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGESIN SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
We examined four aspects ofthe role of applications packages in the systems developmentprocess, and we now setout the findings of this examination. Firstly, we review the expenditureon applications packages compared with the expenditure on other approaches to systemsdevelopment. Secondly, we review the priorities that various organisations give to applicationspackagesin relation to several other ways of improving the systems development process.Thirdly, we report on the impact that applications packages have onthe choice of computerequipment,and fourthly, we conclude with the main comments members madeconcerning theuse of applications packagesin large and/or mature data processinginstallations.
Expenditure on systems development approaches
Members were askedto indicate their approximatelevels of expenditure on the following fivedifferent approaches to providing applications systems:

♥ In-house systems analysts and programmers,including their direct overheads.
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♥ -Software housesproviding analyst and programmerservices.
♥ Turnkey systems.

♥ Applications packages, including licence fees and maintenance charges.

♥ Applications packages run on external computer bureaux.

Figure 8 summarises the expenditure patterns that emerged from the returned questionnaires.
Not surprisingly, the overall pattern showsthat organisations spend most on developing and
maintaining bespoke systems, using either in-house orcontract staff. Two-thirds of the respon-
dents spend at least ten times as much on developing and maintaining bespoke systems as they
do on applications packages, and four-fifths spend less than £50,000 per annum on applications
packages.

Onesurprising finding from this part of the survey was that only 17 per cent of the respondent
organisations spent more than £50,000 per annum on turnkey systems (£50,000 being the

 
Figure 8 Patterns of expenditure on systems development approaches
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typical cost of a small turnkey system). During the interviews, however, several organisationsmentioned that, in the past few years, end-user departments have increasingly purchasedturnkey systems direct from the supplier. As a consequence, the amount spent on turnkeysystems by the information systems departmentis not always an accurate guideto thetotalamount spent by an organisation on turnkey systems.

Ways of improving the productivity of systems
Memberorganisations were asked to rank, in order of importance to themselves, a number ofpossible ways of improving the productivity of systems. The purposeofthis question was toassess the importance that members place on applications packages in comparison with otherways of improving the productivity of their systems.
Weanalysedthe replies to this question in two ways, andtheresults are shownin figure 9. Thefirst columnin the figure shows the numberof respondentorganisationsthat rankeda particularway as their top priority for improving the productivity of their systems. The second columnshowsthe percentage of respondent organisations that ranked a particular way as oneoftheirtop threepriorities. From the results of these analyses, we concludethat the availability of moreand better applications packages would be regarded as a welcome improvernent by mostmemberorganisations, but that only a few members see the use of applications packages asbeing their highest priority for improving the productivity of their systems. Foundation ReportNo. 25, which will be concerned both with approaches to and methods and techniques fordeveloping systems, will examine the area that most membersperceive as the most importantarea for improving the productivity of systems.

 Figure 9 Applications packages and the productivity of systems
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Applications packages and computerselection
The questionnaire asked members to comment on how importantly they regard the availability
of applications packages when they select either computer hardware or a bureau service.
Twelve organisations had selected a computer either because of the availability of a specific
package or packages, or because they knew that a wide selection of applications packages was
available for use on that range of computers. The respondent organisations mentioned 17
different types of computers (mainly small business systems, minicomputers and personal
computers), but there was no clear indication that different organisations had selected a
particular type of computer becausea specific package wasavailable on that computer. No one
type of computer was mentioned by more than three respondents, and only two types were
mentioned more than once.
A majority of respondent organisations (about 66 per cent) use bureaux services because they
offer particular applications packages. Several respondent organisations said that they used a
bureau service for the following three types of applications:

♥ Engineering, scientific and mathematical applications (mentioned by 11 respondent
organisations).

♥ Financial planning applications (mentioned by five respondent organisations).

♥ Payroll applications (mentioned by four respondent organisations).

One-third of the respondent organisations spent more on running packages on external bureaux
than they spent on licences for packages that they ran on their own computers. We suspect,
however, that respondent organisations use bureau facilities to a greater extent than they
reported to us. We say this because we found, during our interviews with users of packages,
several examplesofline departments that use bureaufacilities without reference to the informa-
tion systems function.

The use of applications packagesin large and/or mature installations

Several members expressed the view that packages were most appropriate for, and were most
readily accepted by,first-time end users in their organisation. Those end users who have
previous experience of using computer-based systems frequently regard their requirements as
being too complex to be processed by a packaged solution.

Members who expressed this view believed that packages were more appropriate for newinstal-
lations that were at the stage that Nolan has termed Stage1 of the evolutionary cycle of using
computer systems. (A description of Nolan☂s Stage Hypothesis can be found in Foundation
Report No. 11 on pages 6 and 7.) Those same members believed that few package suppliers
provide suitable products for an organisation that has passed beyond that stage. In particular,
they considered that packages wereoflittle value to those organisations that have either some
degree of integration between applications systems or a data management strategy that
requires a database approach.

If packagesare to be of value to more mature data processing organisationsthey need to have a
new form of inbuilt flexibility. For example, some respondent organisations wouldlike to use
packagesin situations where they will need to interface both with other applications systems
and with environmental software (such as database management systems and teleprocessing
monitors). Packages, therefore, need not only to have the functionalflexibility to make them
suitable for several organisations to use (which is a prerequisite for the commercial success of
the package suppliers). They need also to provide flexible links both to other applications and to
environmental software. For example, it should be possible for an organisation to remove the
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file management subsystem from a package and replaceit with a subsystem that enables thepackage to interface with a database management system.
Two membersthat weinterviewed believed that their data processing strategy precluded theneed for packages. Their strategyis to:

♥ Managedata as a resource, using data dictionary and database managementsoftware.
♥ Provide transaction processing software for the end user.
♥ Train end usersin the use of an enquiry language(suchas Filetab or Easytrieve), so thatthe end user himself can provide mostorall of the output routines.

Those two members have both basedtheir strategy on the samerationale. They believe thattransaction processing and file management should be provided by a professional systemsdevelopment team because:
♥ Systems concepts and performance constraints need to be understoodif these tasks areto be performed properly.
♥ Requirements for transaction processing and file management with most applicationsare very stable, and so they involve comparatively little maintenance work.

Conversely, they believe that many of the requirements for information from a system willchange from time to time (for example, when a new manageris appointed in an end-userdepartment), and the system will be required to provide new reports for the end users. Thepreparation of new reports does not, however, require an understanding of systems concepts.Moreover, the penalties (in terms of computer performance) are unlikely to be severe if thereports are not produced in the mostefficient manner. The two membersbelieve, therefore,that much of the ☜back-end☝ of the system can beleft to suitably trained end-user staff toprovide for themselves.

THE EVALUATION AND THE INSTALLATION OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGES
In the questionnaire survey, Foundation members were asked several questions concerning theevaluation and theinstallation of applications packages.
Twenty-nine of the respondent organisations said that they normally evaluate packages as amatter of course during thefeasibility stage of a development project. Many membersindicatedthat they had adoptedthis policy only a short time before. Only five members, however,reported that they had a formal set of selection criteria, although several memberslisted thefactors that they regard as being particularly important in the selection process. The threefactors they quoted most frequently were:

♥ The existence of an established customer base to which reference could be made(quoted by 33 per cent of the respondentorganisations).
♥ The availability of the source code for the package (quoted by 22 per cent of therespondentorganisations).
♥

A

stable supplier that has sufficient resources and adequate capability to support thepackage (quoted by 20 per cent of the respondentorganisations).
Members were asked to give their principal reasons for selecting an applications package. The
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two most commonly quoted reasons, each quoted 23 times (that is, by more than 70 per cent of
the respondent organisations), although not always together, were the greater speed with
which a system could be implemented and the reduced cost of development compared with a
bespoke system.

Other reasonsfor selecting an applications package that several members quoted were:

The guarantee that modifications will be carried out by the supplier to cater both for
statutory changes and for new requirementsidentified by several users (quoted by 12
per cent of the respondent organisations).

The delegation of maintenance work to the supplier (quoted by 12 per cent of the
respondentorganisations).

♥ ☁A reduced risk that a developmentproject will deviate from the planned costor time,
because the system uses tried and tested software (quoted by 12 per cent of the
respondentorganisations).

♥ Theability to provide a flexible system able to meet unforeseen business needsin the
future (quoted by 10 per cent of the respondent organisations).

Members were also asked to give their views on who should be responsible for modifying and
maintaining applications packages. Two contrasting views were expressed, with two-thirds of
the respondent organisations being willing to modify packages themselves (or to have them
modified on their behalf), and one-third of the respondent organisations refusing to make
changes to packagesatall costs. About half of the respondent organisations try to avoid
modifying a package until at least a minimum period of time has elapsed, and some respondent
organisations saw the use of unmodified packages as a convenient method for prototyping
certain types of system. About 55 per centof the respondentorganisationsrely on the supplier
to maintain the package, although many of those organisations safeguard their position by
familiarising their own staff with the details of the system.

During the interviews, many organisations told us that they believe they are now morelikely to
find suitable applications packages than they would have been able to a few years ago. This
changed expectation has led them to survey the package market as a matter of course during
the feasibility stage of a project.
The marketplace for applications packagesis immature, however, and the claimsof few,if any,
suppliers can be accepted at face value. Even so, no package userthat we interviewedfelt that
he had a sound methodologyfor evaluating packages. Several Foundation members, however,
were particularly concerned about the problem of trying to assess, in advance, the hardware
facilities that a package will eventually require in operation. They said that they had found that a
package had made greater demands for computer time and computer resources than they had
expected when they selected the package.

Several members also commented on the role of the end user in the package evaluation
process. They quoted examples wherethe end user(usually an accountant) had undertaken the
evaluation of a package without reference to the information services function. Often, as a
result, the end user had selected a package that was either functionally inadequate or
operationally inefficient.
Anincreasing numberof organisations are implementing some form of distributed processing,
and a distributed processing environmentcreates a potential new demandfor packages. At the
moment, the most common form of distributed processing exists in those organisations that
haveinstalled either identical or similar systems at several locations. With this approach the
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organisation needs either to purchase a suitable software package, or to develop an in-housepackagethat the several locations canall use.

Many organisations have set about developing an in-house package by using onetypicallocation forthefirst implementation of the package. They then modify the packagelater to meetthe requirements of the several other locations. Foundation members that have used thisapproach to develop an in-house package have found two drawbacks.First, several organisa-tions have foundthat an applications package purchased from an outside source is much morelikely to be accepted by end users than a system designed for anotherpart of the organisation.In particular, if many other organisations are already using the package, the end users in anorganisation that are selecting that packagewill tolerate any shortcomingstheyidentify in thefacilities provided by the packaged software. By contrast, those same enduserswill not toleratesimilar shortcomingsin an in-house package.

Second, the strategy of developing a system for one part of the organisation, and latermodifying it for other parts, places the systems development departmentin precisely the sameposition as a software house that launches a package based on a generalised version of abespoke system. In their enthusiasm to establish their new package with several users, thesoftware house and the systems development departmentin an organisationfind that they soonhave separate versionsof the software for each user. Theyfind too that these separate versionscreate an unacceptable maintenance load. The software house, of course, has a commercialincentive to redevelop the software as a proper package. But the systems development depart-mentin an organisation has no incentive to redevelop the software because often the depart-ment☂s performance is measured by the amountof additional systems capability it provides toend users. No matter how appropriately and howeffectively the department redevelops thesoftware, the redeveloped package will not provide any additional systems capability.
In theory, organisations could decide to develop a proper packagein thefirst place. However,before embarking on such a course of action, management needs to be awareof the followingfacts:

♥ As we discussed in chapter 3 on page 16, the developmentof a proper Packagecostsbetweenfive andfifteen times as much,and takesat least twice as much time, as thedevelopmentof a single bespoke system.
♥ The design of packaged software requires the use of very scarce package design skillsand experience.

Several users of packages whom weinterviewed made commentsof general concern relating tothe installation of applications packages, and we summarise below their four main comments:
1. Project managementWithout a proper project management methodology, projects that use packages are aslikely to experience delays and cost overruns as are projects that use bespoke software.
2. Test data

Unless the supplier providesa set of test data, the task of creating test data (and producingthe subsequentresults) is a substantial one, and, typically, it occupies a fairly long elapsedtime. This means thatit will probably be on thecritical path of the developmentproject.
3. Job control data

The preparation of operational job control data can be a majorprojectin itself. This is parti-cularly soif the job control data is used to provide the security that the installation normallybuilds into its applications programs.
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4. Package modifications
Packaged software should be modified only as a last resort. The preferred methods for
handling possible modifications to a package are set out below, with the most frequently
mentioned methodslisted first:
♥ Avoid modifications at all costs.

♥ Have the package supplier incorporate the modifications and subsequently maintain
them (if he is prepared to do so).

♥ Put pressure on the supplier (perhaps through the user association) to incorporate the
required modifications in a future release of the package.

♥ Provide the additional facilities by building special-purpose softwarethat interfaces with
the package. This commonly-taken approach does, however, have drawbacks. We
were told of several cases in which changes to the packageitself, although they were
transparent to the end user, involved modifying the purpose-built software.

Members were also asked to provide details of the applications areas for which they had
considered and then rejected the use of packages. The pattern that emerged from our analysis
of the returned questionnaires is summarised in figure 10. The most frequent reason (which
two-thirds of the respondent organisations quoted) for rejecting a packaged approach was that
the packages they evaluated failed to meet their business requirements. Several respondent
organisations also gave the following four other reasons for rejecting a packaged approach:

♥ The problem of interfacing a package with other applications systems and/or with
environmental software (quoted by 25 per cent of the respondent organisations).

♥ Thelimited choice of packages available for a particular range of computers (quoted by

 

Figure 10 Applications areas for which potential users most commonlyreject the
use of packages
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Figure 11 Applications for which organisations commonly use packages
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12 per cent of the respondentorganisations, all of whom had either ICL or Burroughs
equipment).
The comparatively low level of support available from package suppliers (quoted by 10
per cent of the respondent organisations).
The high cost of the package they evaluated, caused, in their view, by unnecessaryflexi-
bility and/or sophistication in the package (quoted by 10 per cent of the respondent
organisations).

ANALYSIS OF THE PACKAGES USED
As part of our survey, Foundation members were asked to provide details of the applications
packagestheir organisations currently use, or are likely to use. Figure 11 provides a summaryof
the use of packages they reported, and it shows the number of respondent organisations in
each business sector that use packages in each of the applications areas. Not surprisingly,
financial applications packages are the most commonlyused. (More than half of the respondent
organisations, in fact, use applications packagesonly in the financial area.) Packages relating to
productionplanning andcontrol(including packagesforbills of materials and inventory control)
were used by only about one-third of the respondent organisations, but, of course, not every
business sector requires this type of application.

The results of the analysis, as shown in figure 11, need to be treated with some caution,
becausethey relate to only a small sample of users. Onthe basis of this analysis, however, each
respondent organisation used, on average, seven applications packages. The electronics
industry (including several suppliers of computers or computer-related products) makes the
most use of applications packages (an average of 14 packages per respondent organisation in
this industry), and the food processing and the engineering industries both make higher-than-
average use of packages.
Members were asked to provide us with the names of the packagestheir organisations use, or
plan to use. About 80 per cent of the respondentorganisations provided this information, and
the most frequently mentioned packages are listed in figure 12 overleaf. As the figure shows,
only four packages were mentioned by more thanfive different respondents.

SUMMARY
Most Foundation members are now much more prepared to consider a packaged solution than
they werein the past, and they now makeuse of applications packages wherever possible. The
most commonreason that members gave for using an applications package wasto reduce the
time taken to implement an applications system, although, in some organisations, the lack of
systems development staff meant that a package was the only way that a particular system
could be implementedin the required time.

Whilst applications packages can reduce the cost of implementing a system, several of the
organisations that we interviewed said that they had seriously underestimated the effort
required to install a package. Those organisations said that they had learnt that the process of
installing a package needs to be managedin the same way as any other part of the systems
development process.
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Figure 12 The packages used most frequently by respondent organisations
 

Applications area
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reported the use

Package name and the
numberof respondent organisations

using that package
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Assets accounting 15 FASCIA 6
Bills of materials ie MAPICS 3
Project management 12) PERT 3
Production planning and
control ig OMe 3
Telephone usage 10 TIGER 4
Pensions records 6 UNIPENSION 3    

Note: No other package was mentioned by more than two respondents.
 

 



CHAPTER 5

SELECTING AND INSTALLING APPLICATIONS PACKAGES

In chapter 2, we indicated that the use of packaged applications software was acceptedin the
United States earlier than it was elsewhere. This earlier acceptance was most probably
explained by two factors:

♥ Computer technology has been applied in the United States at a faster rate than it has in
Europe, and the subsequent demand for computer applications has outstripped the
supply of analysts and programmers to an even greater extent than it has in Europe.

♥ The United States marketplace is very much larger than the fragmented markets in
Europe taken together.

As a consequence,suppliers that have entered the applications packages market in the United
States have had better prospects of achieving commercial success than havetheir counterparts
in Europe. Package suppliers in the United States have therefore had a greater incentive to
invest in products that are designed and constructed from the beginning as packages. This
approach contrasts with the approach frequently met in Europe, where applications software
that was conceived originally as a once-off implementation is later generalised to create a
package. In addition, user organisations in the United States have, in general, become more
accustomedto evaluating andinstalling packages than have user organisations in Europe, and
this greater willingness to consider packages has encouraged the development of the appli-
cations packages marketplace.
Even so, the European market for packages is now more mature than it was, and during the
research for this report, many Foundation members indicated to us that they are now more pre-
pared to consider using packages than they were two years or so ago. Most Foundation
members now consider the use of applications packages at the feasibility stage of a project,
although very few members have any formal policies, or procedures or standards regarding
packages. At the same time, there is little evidence that organisations are arranging for one or
moreindividuals to acquire either a familiarity with the packages marketorthe skills required to
evaluate and purchase packages.

Weshare the view of the many Foundation members whobelieve that organisations will make
greateruse of applications packages in the future than they havein the past. For this to happen,
however, organisations need to ensure that the tasks associated with selecting and evaluating
packages are undertaken as effectively as possible. In this chapter we identify those tasks, and
we present them in relation to the development project management structure and, in
particular, to the task of defining the end users☂ requirements. We then present a series of
checklists that an organisation can use when evaluating a package, and wealso consider the
roles both of end users and systemsstaff in the evaluation process. Finally, we conclude the
chapter with a section in which we review the contractual points that an organisation needs to
consider when purchasing a package.

APPLICATIONS PACKAGES AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The need to use an effective project managementstructure when developing computer-based
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systems is now well understood, asare also the principles on which that structure should bebased. The two most importantprinciples are:
♥ To set clear objectives that the system should meet, and to define clearly both the scopeof the project and the responsibilities of those who will develop the system.
♥ To subdivide the total project into several stages, so that the end of each stageis clearlydefined by at least one tangible item (or result) that can be inspected for quality.

Based both on theseprinciples and onthe traditional (and essentially analytical) approach tosystems development, a standard project management framework has evolved. The five mainstages of this standard frameworkare:

1. The feasibility study stage
The feasibility study stage is the stage at which a preliminary investigation is made toidentify both the nature and the scopeof the problem or the Opportunity, and also to assessthe scale of the assistance that is required, and the benefits that are likely to accrue as aresult of developing the system.

2. Thedefinition of requirements stageThe end users☂ requirements are identified in detail at this stage, and the objectives of thenew system are defined.
3. The construction stage

At this stage, the system is brought into physical being. This requires the preparation bothof programsand clerical procedures, and of the various levels of tests that are required toprove that the system can be expected to meet the objectives set.
4. The implementation stage

During this stage, the system is commissioned and becomes a fully productive system.
5. The maintenance stage

In this final stage, the system is maintainedfor the duration ofits operationallife. During thewhole of that time, any errors found are eliminated, and any additional or changed require-ments are catered for by the provision of new or enhanced functions.
In most of the systems development projects that we reviewed during the research for thisreport, we found that the applications packages had been evaluated within this framework orsome variation of it. This meant that packages were normally evaluated after the detaileddefinition of requirements stage. Whenthis approachis followed the case for using an appli-cations package can beseverely reduced, becauseit involves a fruitless search for a packagethat meetsall of the detailed requirements (including those features that are, to a greater oralesser extent, desirable but not essential).
A minority of the systems development projects that we reviewed, however, used projectmanagement approachesthat were different from thetraditional analytical approach, and mostof those different approachesweresimilar to a prototyping methodology. Two principal reasonswere quoted forusing a prototyping approachfor systems developmentprojects that made useof applications packages, and they were:

♥ Therealisation that the use of a package wasthe only wayin which a system would beprovided. For the projects we reviewed, the analytical approach wasnot used, mainlybecause ofeither a shortage of systems developmentstaff or a tight time schedule fordeveloping the system.
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♥ The recognition by the enduserfirst, that he did not know precisely whathis require-
ments were and second, that a package might providea satisfactory interim solution.
An example quoted to us concerned a fixed assets accounting application where a
group of accountants were planning to apply current cost accounting principles of
which they had no previous experience. They accepted that'a well-established package
would probably have most,if notall, of the important features that they might require.
Also, they realised that, at worst, a package would enable them overa period of one or
twoyears to define their requirements for a replacement system. At best, by contrast,it
would enable them to avoid developing an in-house system that subsequently might
prove to have been giveninsufficient consideration.

DEFINING THE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Whichever of the two systems development approachesis adopted, the system requirements
will need to be defined before the available packages are evaluated. For the prototyping
approach, the definition of requirements stage will be less rigorous than for the analytical
approach. In this section, though, we concentrate on the analytical approach, and wedescribe
the method we recommend for defining the requirements in a way that permits potential
packages to be evaluated in an unrestricted way. This method can be modified easily to suit
other circumstances.

An important aim of the definition of requirements stage is to establish which of the following
developmentstrategies is most appropriate:

♥ A system constructed completely from purpose-designed software.

♥ Asystem based exclusively on packaged software.

♥ A system constructed from a combination of packaged software and additional, or
replacement, purpose-designed software.

Many systemsanalysts, and end usérstoo, eliminate the second and the third of these develop-
ment strategies because of the way in which the requirements are defined. Research in the
United States indicates that the organisations that make the most use of packages are those
that formally distinguish, at the definition of requirements stage, between the essential features
and the desirable features required in a system.

One way of making this distinction is to establish a list of the basic requirements that any
solution must provide, and thislist would include such itemsas:

♥ The minimumlevel of improvement to be obtained from the introduction of the system.

♥ The things that must, or must not, be changed as

a

result of introducing the system.

♥ The regulations, standards and policies that a solution must comply with.

♥ The maximumlife-cycle costs of the system. (Life-cycle costs take account of the costs
of development, operation and maintenance.)

Sucha list can contain the commercial requirements and also those system requirements that
are of paramount importance.

In our view, it is important that an organisation defines the system requirements in a way that
does not automatically rule out the use of applications packages. We say this because we
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believe that there are now several areas in which applications packages provide a betteralternative than purpose-designed software, and we discuss two of them below:
1. The greater flexibility of packages

Although purpose-built software caters for someof the overall requirements of an applica-tions area, it is designed to meet the needs of a specific customer. Purpose-built softwareis,in general, inflexible in termsofits file structure,its programsandits interfaces with the enduser. This inflexibility largely arises because the overall (or general) requirements of theapplications area are treated on

a

level equal to the particular requirements of the specificcustomer. On the other hand, applications packages provide a full system, and they aredesigned to cater for the overall requirements of an applications area, with variations toaccepted practices being catered for by the useofbuilt-in options. This approach provides aymuchhigherlevel offlexibility than is usually provided by purpose-designed software.
2. The better quality end-userinterfaces of packagesSuccessful packages more often than not provide interfaces that are oriented towards therequirements of end users. These interfaces are concise and complete, and they arespecified in terms that the end useris familiar with. The end useris, therefore, able to usethe interfaces to control the system andits options. In contrast, purpose-designed softwareoften has less-than-adequate interfaces with the end users. These poorinterfaces create acommunications gap that prevents the end users from using the full range of facilitiesavailable within purpose-designed software. Purpose-designed software seldom provides ahigh-level interface that permits the end user to reconfigure his system. At a lowerlevel, theinterfaces are often incomplete, inadequately specified, ambiguously defined and stated interms unfamiliar to the end users. As a consequence, the end user requires the constantsupport of professional data processing staff.

Because a goodapplications package uses the end user☂s terminology, it enables him tounderstand clearly the options that the package provides, and alsothelimitations of thecontrols and thefacilities that are available for his use. Manyendusersare often prepared toforgo their unique individual requirements for the benefit of knowing that, within the limitsof the options provided by an applications package, they can control their own systems.
The definition of requirements will normally include descriptions both of the functionalrequirements and the data requirements of the system. The level of detail in which theserequirements are described depends,in part, on the likelihood that a packagewill be the chosenmethodof providing the system. If an organisationis likely to use a package,thenitis bestif theorganisation undertakesat this stage some of the system design activities that would normallytake place during the construction stage.
For example, the developmentof a conceptual data model is now becomingan established partof the system design procedure (and also part of manyorganisations☂ overall management ofdata). Whenan organisation develops such a model beforeit evaluates a packageit obtains aninvaluable tool for the package selection process. The model enables the organisation tocomparethe data structuresit requires with the data structures the packagecaters for.

EVALUATING APPLICATIONS PACKAGES
In this section we examinethe factors that an organisation needs to take into account whenevaluating applications packages. Also, we consider the respective roles both of end users andof systems staff in the evaluation process.
Whenanorganisation evaluates a package,it needs to take accountof the followingfive cate-gories of factors:



Business-system-related factors.
Operational factors.
Historical factors.
Supplier-related factors.

Cost-related factors.
Wediscuss each of these categories in detail below, and, for each category offactors, we set
out a checklist of questions an organisation needs to consider.

BusineSs-system-related factors

Before an organisation undertakesthe evaluation of potential applications packages,it will have
identified and agreed the essential and the desirable objectives of the proposed system, andit
will also have established the functional requirements of the proposed system. The organisation
will evaluate packages against those requirements, and the evaluation should considerthe dif-
ferent aspects of the package under the six headings of functionality, capacity, flexibility,
usability, reliability and security. We set out below the questions that need to be answered
under those six headings.
His Functionality of the package

Do theinputs, the files and the outputs that the package providesinclude the required
data elements, and does the package permit the required relationships to exist between
those elements?
Does the packageallow the required processing steps and the required calculations to
be performed?
Does the package provide acceptable facilities to enable the end user to make ad hoc
enquiries?

Capacity of the package
Arethefile sizes adequate for the expected volume of data?

Are there unacceptable orrisky limitations either on the numberof transactions the
package can process, or on the extent of table entries, or on the numberof occurrences
of a data item?
Does the package impose any unacceptablelimitations of either response time or turn-
round time?

Flexibility of the package
Howeasyis it to change the content of transactions, screen layouts and report formats?

How easyis it to either add or modify processing steps?

Can the package be used for other applications?
(For example, several accounting packages that are sold, for marketing reasons, as a
purchase ledger package, can be used as a sales ledger package as well.)
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4. Usability of the package
♥ Doesthe level of technical knowledge the end user requires match the level of expertiseavailable? (This question may be particularly relevant with some modelling packages.)
♥ Is the documentation complete and easy to understand?
♥ ls the necessarytraining available for end-user staff?

5. Reliability of the package

♥ Is the design of the package clear and modular, andis it capable of being developedfurther withoutthe risk of creating undue problemsofreliability?
♥ Hasthe package beenin use long enough andin a sufficient variety of circumstancesforall of the errors in it to have been eliminated?
♥ What and where are the weakestlinks in the package, and under whatcircumstances(ifany) might it be expected to fail?
♥ Whatare the consequencesif the packagefails, and whatfacilities does the packageprovide for recovery from

a

failure?
6. Security of the package

♥ Whatcontrol proceduresare built into the package, and how do they compare with theorganisation☂s standards?
♥ Whatprocedures does the package provide to ensurethereis adequate back-up when afailure occurs?
♥ What checks does the package perform to ensure that unauthorised access cannot behad to the package, and to ensurethat the packagewill not process unauthorised trans-actions?
♥ Whatauditfacilities does the package provide?

Operational factors

The following questions need to be answered whenthe Operational aspects of the package areconsidered:
♥ Doesthe operating style that the package requires conform to the operating style of theorganisation, or doesit conflict with it?

♥ Is the package easy to run?
♥ Is the expected operational performance of the package adequate for the expectednumberof users and transactions, and also for the expectedfile sizes, etc?
♥ Are the hardware requirements of the package acceptable, and what impactwill theyhave on other jobs?
♥ Are the software requirements of the package (including the Operating system,the tele-processing monitor, the database management system, etc.) acceptable?



Does the package impose any unacceptable constraints on the future choice either of
hardware configuration or operating system?

♥ ls the source code of the programsavailable?

Are the programs written and documented in a manner that would make in-house main-
tenancepractical(if it became unavoidable)?

♥ Whatis the quality of the maintenance supportthat will be provided?

♥ Are sets of test data available for testing the package (both before the packageis pur-
chased and when new versionsare introduced)?

♥ ☁What is the quality of the technical operational documentation provided with the
package?

Historical factors
The following questions need to be answered whenthe history of the package is considered:

♥ What is the origin of the package, and whatis its development history since its
inception?

♥ Whatis the current operational status of the package?

♥ How manyorganisations use the package both in this country and worldwide?

♥ Whattypesof organisations use the package, and which of them are most (and least)
successfulin their use of the package? Also, why are some types of organisation more
successful than others in using the package.

Supplier-related factors

The following questions need to be answered whenthe supplier of the package is considered:

♥ Whatis the commercial status of the supplier, and whatis the commercial status of the
particular package?

♥ Are both the supplier and the package likely to be in existence for the whole of the
expectedlife of the system, and is the supplier likely to be able to provide effective sup-
port for the package for the same period?

♥ Whatis the supplier☂s reputation in the marketplace as regards both the quality of the
packageitself and pre-sales and post-sales support?

♥ ls the supplier☂s standard contract acceptable? (The points that need to be examined
whenan organisation reviews the supplier☂s standard contract are discussed on pages
44 and 45.)

Cost-related factors

The following questions need to be answered whenthecost of the package is considered:

♥ Whatare the expected costs of acquiring andinstalling the package, and of operating
and maintaining it for the whole of its expectedlife span?
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♥ How dothose costs compare with the costs of the alternative methods that could beused for providing the system?
The task of asking and obtaining answers to the questions listed above is, at first sight, aformidable one. However, the applications packages market in Europe in 1981 is a compara-tively immature one. This present status of the market enables an organisation to reduce con-siderably the burdenof obtaining answerstoall the questions above merelybyfirst consideringtwoselection criteria. These twocriteria (which are discussed below) are the local sales andtechnical support the supplier provides, and the numberof existing users that a package has.
1. The local sales and technical support the supplier of a packageprovidesThe existence of local support, and particularly technical support, is essential if the pur-chaser of a packageis to avoid the task of maintaining (or being ready to maintain) the pack-age for himself. Since one of the potential benefits of using a packageisthatit frees scarcestaff from maintenance work,this criterion is clearly an important one.
2. The numberof existing users of a packageWith few exceptions (and these are mainly system suppliers and large United States pack-age suppliers), few organisationsare either able or willing to make the investment necessaryto design and construct a proper package. Many so-called packagesoriginate as once-offimplementations that have been modified for subsequent purchasers. Typically, the main-tenance costs associated with this approach become unacceptable whenthere are about sixpurchasers of the package, and the revenue from theseinitial purchasersis used to fund theredesign and redevelopment of the system as a proper package. Therefore, any packagethat has fewer than six purchasers (except for the packages supplied by the systemsuppliers and the large United States package suppliers mentioned above) is most unlikelyto withstand close examination.
An example from the United Kingdom marketplace illustrates how the consideration of thesetwoselection criteria can dramatically reduce the potential range of packages that an organisa-tion needs to consider in detail. The example concerns the selection of a purchase ledgerapplications packagethat will be run on an IBM mainframe computer.
There are 99 different purchase ledger packages supplied in the United Kingdom by indepen-dent suppliers, of which only 18 are designed to run on an IBM mainframe computer. Of those18 packages, 13 havesales andtechnical supportavailable in the United Kingdom,but onlyfiveof those 13 packages havefive or more users in the United Kingdom. This exampleillustrateshow the numberof packagesthat are worthwhile evaluating in detail can be reduced to a smallnumberby applying just twoselection criteria (assuming that the packageis required to run onlyon one particular range of computer hardware).
The sameresult would apply in the above exampleif the package wasrequired to run on DigitalEquipment Corporation☂s PDP 11 range of computers rather than on an IBM mainframecomputer. For any other range of computer equipment the numberof potential packages thatwould be worthwhile evaluating in detail would be fewer than five.
Similar reductions in the number of packages that need to be consideredin detail apply whenthe criteria in the example above are applied to other applications areas.
THE ROLES OF END-USER STAFF AND SYSTEMS STAFFIN THE EVALUATION OFPACKAGES
Our interviews with Foundation members lead us to conclude that the attitudes of end userstowards the use of packages are influenced strongly by the attitudes of the organisation☂ssystems developmentstaff. In turn, the attitudes of systems developmentstaff towards the use
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of packages seem to depend primarily on the way they perceive their ownrole. If systems
development staff perceive that their role is to provide the organisation with more effective
systemsfor the minimum ofeffort and cost, then they approachtheevaluation and selection of
packages in an open-minded fashion.

If, on the other hand, systems developmentstaff perceive that their principal role is to design
systems, then they tend to devaluethe potential usefulness of packages. In addition, computer
operationsstaff and maintenance programmers tend tofeel that the use of packages that do not
conform to installation methods and standards complicates their job in an unwarranted way.

Because the backlog of development work is growing in most organisations, the use of a pack-
age, whereit is appropriate, oughtto be sensible both from the end users☂ point of view and
from the data processing department's point of view. Wesaythis even allowing for the possible
adversé attitudes of the organisation☂s data processing staff.

Ourinterviews with package suppliers indicated that they prefer to deal directly with the end
user, rather than with the data processing department. Weweretold of several cases where end
users had undertaken the selection of a package without the professional advice of the data
processing function, and in each case the end usersregretted later that they had not sought this
professional advice. The most common reason given for this regret was that the poor oper-
ational performance of the package led to excessive charges for machine resources.

In our view,the evaluation of packages ought to be carried outjointly by systems development
staff and end-user staff. Also, the evaluation ought to be made within a formal systems
development project management framework, which we discuss below.

Whenthe requirements have been established, the systems developmentstaff working on the
project should conduct a preliminary screeningof the market using the two selectioncriteria dis-
cussed on page 42. After this preliminary screening, the project team (consisting of end users
and data processing professionals) will normally need to evaluate in detail no more thanfive
packages. This detailed evaluation should be conducted on a project team basis, with each
specialist undertaking part of the work. The tasks involved in evaluating a package compare
with those necessary in any system development project and they include the following:

♥ The end user should assess the functional suitability of the package.

♥ The systems analyst should ensure that the capacity, the flexibility, the usability, the
reliability and the security of the package are acceptable.

♥ The operations department should ensure that the package is acceptable from its view-
point, and, together with the systemsanalyst, should advise the end useronthelikely
costs of running the package.

♥ Other concerned parties, such as the internal auditors and the external auditors, should
ensure that any aspects of the package that are of concern to☂ them are acceptable.

During our researchfor this report we did not discover any situations where the prospective
purchaserhad haddifficulty in deciding which package to purchaseoncethe detailed evaluation
of the shortlisted packages had been completed. No organisation that we are aware of has
found it necessary to develop a formal methodology (including relevant standards) for
comparing packages.

PURCHASING APPLICATIONS PACKAGES

Whenan organisation is evaluating in detail a selected shortlist of packages, each supplier will
submit a copy of his standard contract. As with all standard contracts, the prospective



suppliers☂ contracts will all be biased in their favour. Having decided on a package, the
organisation needs to review closely the particular supplier's contract and to negotiate anynecessary revisions to it before concluding an agreement to purchase that package from that
supplier.

In reviewing the supplier's contract an organisation should normally examinein particular the
following points:

♥ The scopeof the agreement. The terms and conditions written in a contract supersedethose givenin any previous oral and written agreements or promises. All such agree-
ments and promisesthat the supplier has made ought,therefore, to be incorporated intothe contract.

♥ Delivery of the package. If the package needs to be modified beforeit is delivered, thenthe contract should specify a definite delivery date.If the organisation cannottolerate adelay beyond thespecified date, then the contract should providefor the purchaser tobe able to cancel the agreement without penalty. The contract should specify the exactform and quantity of the items that will be delivered. In particular, each item of docu-mentation that is to be provided should be explicitly stated.
♥ Acceptancetesting of the package. If a suitable acceptancetestis available or can bedevised, its details should be included in the contract. If the only practical means oftesting the package is for the purchaserto use it, then the contract should permit thepurchaser to retain the packagefor a specified limited period of time without incurringany cost or penalty if the package eventually proves to be unsuitable.
♥ Warranty clauses. The warranty clauses in many contracts rarely provide muchprotection for the purchaser. Most suppliers state that they are not liable forconsequential loss or damage, etc. While these clauses may not be defensible in a courtof law, the purchaser can avoid the need for court action if, for example, the supplier'sperformanceclaims and the specifications of the packageare included in the contract.
♥ Correction of faults. The time period during which the supplier will guarantee to correctall faults at no cost to the purchaser should be explicitly stated in the contract. Ideally,this guarantee shouldbein forceforall or for mostof thelife of the package.If possible,the purchasershould also obtain a guarantee of the time that the supplier will take to fixa fault. If the purchaser obtains such a guarantee, he needsto ensurethatit is reinforcedwith a non-performancepenalty. If the packageis to be usedin an interactive environ-ment (particularly for transaction input routines), then this issue becomes even moreimportantthanit would beif the package wasintended to be used in a batch processingsystem.
♥ Modifications to the package. If the packageis to be modified beforeit is delivered, thenthe changes need to bespecified in detail in the contract. In addition, the contractshouldinclude details of the procedures that will be used to accept the changes,anditshould specify the delivery deadline and the cost(if any) to the purchaser. Also, thecontract should include an agreement that the supplier will carry the modificationsforward to anylater versions of the package.
♥ Functional and operational enhancements to the package. Many suppliers improvetheirproducts to provide newfacilities and to accommodate equipment and systemssoft-ware developments. The conditions under which the purchaser can obtain theseenhancements ought to be specified in the contract.
♥ Modifications to the package that the purchaser makes. The purchaser's rights to
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modify the package shouldbe specified, together with the effect this will have on the
support that the supplier will provide. In general, however, any changes the purchaser
makes will invalidate the guarantees and warranties the supplier has given.

=♥ Optional features. The package mayhaveoptional features that the purchaser may wish
to acquire at a later date. If it does, then the purchaser should attempt to negotiate
favourable conditions for purchasing those features. The purchaser should also ensure
that these conditions are included in the contract.

♥ Multiple implementations of the package. The purchaser may well wish to install the
package on more than one computer (particularly in a distributed processing environ-
ment). The contract should include details of the incremental cost to the purchaser of
installing the package on additional computers.

♥ Quality of the supplier☂s personnel. The supplier may provide training, modification sup-
port, or other services. The qualifications of the individuals concerned should be
explicitly stated in the contract, and the purchaser☂s right to refuse the services of
specific individuals should be protected by an appropriate clause in the contract.

_♥ Terms of the lease. If the purchaser leases the package, then the contract should con-
tain a clause that gives the purchaser the right to renew the lease, and ideally this clause
should specify the renewal terms. The contract should also specify the conditions under
which the purchaser can cancelthe lease.

♥ Schedule of payments. Theinitial payment should be contingent on the delivery of the
package, on the delivery and acceptance of any modifications, on the receipt of the
attendant services (suchastraining), on the completion of acceptancetesting, and on
the successful installation of the package.

♥ Title to the package. The contract oughtto state either that the supplier has thetitle to
the packageor that he has the marketing rights to it. The purchaser should ensure that
the contract states that the purchaserwill not be held liable if subsequently the supplier
is found to have misrepresented this information.

♥ Laws governing the agreement. Most contracts contain a clause that specifies the
country in which any court action concerning the contract will take place, and under
whoselawstheaction will be decided. Normally, this will be the country orthe state in
which the supplier has his main office. The purchaser should attempt to changethis
clause so that it specifies the purchaser☂s country.

In reality, there are few,if any, suppliers whoarelikely to agree to incorporateall the points
mentioned above. Indeed, an organisation would be unwise to do business with a supplier that
did so. Nevertheless, given that the starting point for negotiations will be the supplier☂s standard
contract, the purchaser should be able to obtain a better deal by negotiating some or all of the
abovepoints.

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have shownthat the task of selecting andinstalling applications packages
should take place within the overall project managementstructure for systems development.
These tasks should not beleft for end users to perform by themselves. Instead, they should be
carried out by a project team comprising specialists drawn from end users, systems develop-
ment staff, computer operations staff and certain other interested parties (such as internal
auditors and external auditors).
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The advantages of reducing both the cost andthe time taken to develop a system using appli-cations packagescanbeso great that end users are sometimes prepared to compromise ontheirrequirements in order to use a package. Webelieve, therefore, that when an organisation isspecifying the requirements of a system, it is of paramount importance to distinguish betweenthose features that are essential and those that are merely desirable. If this distinction is notmade, thenit is almost certain that the organisation will not be able to find any package thatmeets all of the requirements. On the other hand, if packages are evaluated against only theessential requirements of a system, thenthere is a greater probability that a suitable packagewillbe found. In those circumstances, the end user may be prepared to forgo the desirable (butinessential) requirementsin order to gain the advantages of using that package.
Wehavealsolisted in this chapter the questions that an organisation needs to consider whenevaluating an applications package. The list of questions appears, atfirst sight, to be formid-able, but we have shown howtheapplication of a few of the selection criteria can substantiallyreduce the number of packages an organisation needs to considerin detail.
Finally, we havelisted the contractual points an organisation needsto consider before conclud-ing an agreement to purchase an applications package.
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CHAPTER6

THE MANAGEMENTIMPLICATIONS OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGES

Ten years ago, applications packages wereoflittle strategic importance to those responsible for
managing an organisation's information processing function. Today, most of the managers
concernedacceptthat applications packages have an importantrole to play in the development
of systems. This changein attitude has come about because the rapidly expanding demand for
computer-based systems generally cannot, in most organisations, be fulfilled by developing in-
house bespoke systems. The increased demand for systems has been brought aboutprimarily
by the continuing, and dramatic, improvements in the price/performance ratio of computer
hardware. In contrast to the many improvements that have☂ been madein the productivity of
hardware, virtually no improvements have been made in the productivity of providing appli-
cations software. Consequently, many organisations now find that they have to devote more
software development resources to maintaining those systems that they have already imple-
mented than they devote to developing systems to meet new requirements.

Applications packages,in the right circumstances, have the potential to improvetheoverall pro-
ductivity of systems, and for many applications systems they can providea valid alternative to
bespokesystems.In this chapter, we review the managementimplicationsof using applications
packages. We begin with a review of the pressures that are causing the increased demand for
applications systems, and we show howapplications packages can help to relieve those pres-
sures and meet the demand. We then examine the way in which the applications packages
marketplaceis likely to develop in the future. Finally, we set out the management issues that an
organisation needs to consider if it is to make better use of applications packages.

THE INCREASING DEMANDFOR APPLICATIONS SYSTEMS

The demandforapplications systems is growing rapidly, and there are several reasons for this
growth (the most important of which are discussed below). In addition to the growth of the
number of computers installed, there are two other factors that explain the growth in the
demandfor applications systems.

The first factor concerns the growthin the backlog of development work. A survey conducted
in the United States during 1979 indicated that more than 90 per cent of the organisations that
have installed a mainframe computer in that country have a schedule of development work
reaching at least three years ahead. Also, a recent survey of European computer installations
has shown that the backlog of applications development work is now the primary matter of
concern of many information systems managers.

The second factor that explains the growth in the demandfor applications systems concerns
the shortage ofskilled staff. A recent study sponsored bythe British Government (Computer
manpowerin the ☁80s) concluded that thereis, at present, a shortage ofat least 16,000 program-
mers in the United Kingdom. The study predicts that to sustain even the most conservative rate
of growth forapplications systems, a minimum of 6,000 additional analysts and programmers
will be required each year until at least 1985.

In addition to the increased demand for computer applications generally, there are changesalso
in the pattern of demandfor certain types of applications. The two most significant trendsare:
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♥ An emerging demandfor applications that can collectively be described as ☁☁personal
computing☝. Microcomputerswill increasingly be used for personal computing, and as
we mentioned in chapter 2 (on page 10), microcomputer packages form a fast-growingbranch of the applications packages market. Executives will use microcomputerpersonal computing applications to construct and use computersystemsto assist themin analysing information and making decisions.

♥ Agrowing demandfor business communications applications such as word processing
and electronic mail.

Also, changes have taken place in the systems strategy in many organisations, and thosechanges have increased the demandfor applications systems. The main changeis the trendtowardsusing distributed computerfacilities. Distributed computers either create the need touse computer applications in parts of the organisation that have not previously had the use ofcomputer-based systemsor, alternatively, create the need to develop or acquire replacementapplications systems that are designed to operate in a distributed processing environment.

THE USE OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGESTO MEET THE INCREASING DEMAND
The increasing demandfor applications systems that weidentified in the previous section canbe met either by deploying more systems development resources or by improving the produc-tivity of the existing systems developmentstaff. Deploying more developmentresourcesis (aswefoundin the survey wecarried out for this report) a remedy that Foundation members as awhole do not find appealing. In any case, this remedy could not be applied universally, becausethe required staff neither are, nor are likely to be, available in either the short-term or themedium-term future.
It follows, then, that the best way of meeting the increased demand for applications systemsisto improve the productivity of the existing systems developmentstaff. The use of applicationspackages is one of the several ways in which this productivity can be improved. However,before an organisation seeks to improve the productivity of its systems developmentstaff, itneeds to be clear about the wider issue of the productivity of systems. In Foundation ReportNo. 11 ♥ Improving Systems☂ Productivity, we said that the objective of the systems develop-ment function is to deliver the optimum systems capability to the end users, so that they, inturn, can optimise the organisation☂s productivity. From this point of view, the role thatapplications packageshave to play in improving the productivity of systems developmentstaffis potentially much wider than it might atfirst appearto be.
In our view, there are powerful reasons why an organisation should makegreateruseof appli-cations packages. The five most important are:

♥ Scarce analysts and programmers are released to work on those applications that areuniqueor special to their organisation.
♥ The samescarce resources are released from maintenance work, since most, orall, ofthis work can be subcontracted to the package supplier.
♥ The systems development department can deploy more resources on developing newsystems. By doing this, it enhancesits overall standing in the eyes of the rest of theorganisation, since it can be seen to be responding to end users☂ demands for newsystems.
♥ The best packages have a sufficient number of users to ensure that they are wellsupported, that they meet the needs of manydifferent end users, and that they willendure even though the needs of the business may change.
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♥ Applications packages are available more quickly than are bespoke systems, and they
provide software that is morereliable than brand-new software.

The reasons listed above makeit worthwhile, in our view,for an organisation to consider always
whetherapplications packages can be usedas part of a systems developmentproject.

On the other hand, there are three reasonsthat an organisation might give forrejecting the use
of applications packages, and we briefly discuss these reasons below:

1. Matching a package with the perceived needs
A particular applications package is unlikely to meet all of an organisation☂s perceived
needs. During the research for this report, however, we detected that organisations were
increasingly willing to compromise onthis issue. In the current economicclimate, this will-
ingness to compromise stems partly from the attraction of the cheaper solution that a
package offers as compared with the cost of developing a bespoke system. It stems also
partly from a recognition that the use of a package maybethe only way of implementing a
system reasonably quickly, given the typical backlog of development work that most organ-
isations now have.

Also, the packagesavailable today are more flexible than packages werein the past, and, if
the perceived needsare reduced to the essential requirements, an organisation is morelikely
to find a package that meets its perceived needs.

2. Conflict with other elements of an organisation☂s systems strategy
Some elements of an organisations☂s hardware and software strategy may makeit less
feasible to use applications packages. For obvious commercial reasons, independent
package suppliers develop their products with the largest possible market in mind. Thus,
from the independent suppliers☂ point of view, the mostattractive segmentof the marketis
that provided by an IBM 4300/DOS/CICS/VSAMenvironment. There are, of course, some
independent suppliers of packaged software that provide products that can be used with
many other manufacturers☂ hardware and software. But those organisations that have a
non-standard systems environmentwill have less opportunity to use packages than will
those organisations that use standard hardware and software products (irrespective of
whether those products are IBM's or any other manufacturer's).

While the cost of developing bespoke applications software continues to increase,
organisationswill, in our view, increasingly need to consider whetherother elements of their
systems strategy reduce their options for using applications packages. In particular, an
organisation may need to forgo the use of desirable, but non-standard, software such as
teleprocessing monitors and database management systems. When an organisation decides
whetheror not to use such software,it needs to consider the impact the software will have
on the organisation☂s choice of applications packages. The implication is that the
organisation should use either the standard software products of the system supplier, or the
software products of the market leader amongst the independent suppliers.

3. Other meansfor improving the productivity of systems
Several techniques and methodsfor improving the productivity of systems have been and
still are being developed. Some of these techniques and methods were identified in
Foundation Report No. 11, and they and certain others will be examined in more detail in
Foundation Report No. 25. The effect of these developments may be to diminish, in the
eyes of some organisations, the importance of applications packages as a method for
improving the productivity of systems. The developing techniques and methods will
undoubtedly improve the productivity of individual areas of the systems development
process. Despite this, we do not believe that they herald a major breakthroughthatwill have
a dramatic impact on the life-cycle costs of systems. In our view, the use of applications
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packages will be an important method of improving the productivity of systems for theforeseeable future.
A final important aspect of the decision on whether or not to use applications packagesconcerns the end users☂ attitudes and preferences. Once end users have had the experience ofusing packages that are professionally designed, professionally marketed and professionallysupported, they may well prefer in the future to use packaged software, rather than softwaredesigned and constructed to their own specification. There are two main reasons why we
believe that end users may prefer to use packaged software:

♥ A package is a tangible product that does not require the considérable amount ofabstract thoughtthat is required to design a bespoke system. Thereis, therefore, lessrisk that the system specification will prove to be either inaccurate or inappropriate.
♥ A package, andin particular a package that has a substantial customer base, is morelikely to be able to cater for either unforeseen needs or changed needsthan is a bespokesystem.

THE FUTURE OF THE APPLICATIONS PACKAGES MARKETPLACE
In chapter 2 of this report, we highlighted the major trends to datein the applications packagesmarketplace. In this section we now project those trends into the future, and we highlight themajor trends as we see them.
A small numberof independent software suppliers will emerge whoseprincipal businessit willbe to develop, market and support applications packages. Mostof those suppliers will be fromthe United States, but they will see Europe as a potentially large marketfor their products. Theywill concentrate on supplying comparatively expensive applications packages(in the £30,000 to£45,000 price range), that they will design and market for use with mainframe data processingapplications (in particular, financial and manufacturing applications).
Because of their substantial customer bases, those comparatively few suppliers will have thefinancial resources, the management resources, the technical resources and the experience toprovide significantly better applications packages than other organisations can provide. Theirproducts and marketing strategies can be expected to:

♥ Concentrate on standard products, with no modifications provided for individual users.
♥ Concentrate on standard hardware and software environments, and in particular onthose provided by the market leaders.
♥ Basetheir products on database concepts, so that those productscanbe integratedintoan organisation☂s overall data management strategy.
♥ Provide facilities such as high-level languages and simple links to other applications, sothat the packagescan be usedasthe basic building blocks to form a large proportion ofthe systemsthat, overall, will meet nearly all of the end users☂ needs.
♥ Concentrate their marketing effort on end-user management, rather than on data pro-cessing management.

Data processing system suppliers will also become increasingly active in the applications soft-ware market, and there are two reasonsforthis. First, applications softwareis a fast-growingmarket that provides them with an opportunity for increased revenue and profits. All system



 

suppliers are already active in the applications software market in some form, and so they
already have a technical base, a product base and a marketing base on which they can build.

Second,the availability of good packaged applications software will, in the future, be a pre-
requisite for increased hardware sales, because the cost of developing bespoke applicationswill
increasingly make further computerisation uneconomic. Some observers might arguealso that
if the system suppliers provide the applications software themselves they will be able at least to
maintain, and perhaps even toincrease, their influence on the overall productivity of systems.
By so doing, they will obviously enhance their prospects for achieving additional hardware sales.

Sofar, we haverestricted our discussion of the future of the applications packages marketplace
to those packagesthat are designed for use on mainframe computers. The past few years have,
however, seen the emergence of both the minicomputer and the microcomputerin severaldif-
ferent guises. The main growth in the numberof available software products is for packages
designedto run on these two types of computer. Nevertheless, these packagesare (with a few
exceptions) not comparable, either as regards the facilities they offer or their cost, with the
packages that are provided for use with mainframe computers. The market for minicomputer
and microcomputersoftware is one in which the supplier has to seek high-volume sales at a low
unit cost. Consequently, it is a more risky market than is the market for mainframe computer
software. There are four main reasonsfor the differences between the two markets:

♥ There are many more types of minicomputer than there are types of mainframe com-
puter.

♥ The price of the software needs to be in proportion to the cost of the hardware.
Minicomputers cost substantially less than mainframe computers, and their cost is
continuing to fall.

♥ The cost of marketing applications software for minicomputers is comparable to the
cost of marketing applications software for mainframe computers, but the potential
revenue per packagesold is lower.

♥ Given the inadequatelegal protection that is afforded to the copyright of software, there
are greater risks of the unauthorised use of minicomputer packages than of the
unauthorised use of mainframe computer packages.

From these differences between the two types of market, we conclude that good applications
packages both for minicomputers and microcomputers will emerge from the independent
software suppliers only in very specific cases. One example is where a package developed for a
more expensive computeris ☜☜downward☂☂ compatible.

A more likely trend both for minicomputer packages and for microcomputer packages is
illustrated by the existing word processing sector of the systems marketplace. A few people
already recognise word processors for what they are ♥ a bundled package of hardware and
applications software. We expect the combination of standard applications software and
suitable hardware to be an increasingly important part of the small systems marketplace. A
combined hardware and software package will becomethe principal way in which such systems
can beprovided bothin sufficient numbers and with a sufficient profit margin to justify suppliers
taking the necessaryrisk and investment.

In summary, the market for applications packages can be expected to divergein the following
ways:

♥ Inthe mainframe computer market, applications packages will remain unbundled, and
they will become increasingly sophisticated, with the major system suppliers joining the
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handful of successful independent software suppliers for a share of the market. Theindependentsoftware suppliers will concentrate on providing packages for use with thehardware of the leading system suppliers, and this will increasingly create an area ofconfusing commercial relationships. The independent suppliers will be both allies and
opponents of the leading system suppliers.

♥ In the minicomputer and the microcomputer markets, the emphasis will be on bundlinghardware and software together to provide a ☁systems solution☝ for a specific appli-cation. For the reasons outlined earlier in this section, the products available in thissector of the market, and the wayin whichthe suppliers (and especially the independentsuppliers) market and support them will be inferior to the products, the marketing andthe supportavailable in the mainframe computer sector of the market.

MAKING BETTER USE OF APPLICATIONS PACKAGES
Those responsible for managing an organisation☂s systems developmentfunction now generallyaccept that applications packages will form an increasingly important part of their toolkit fordeveloping systems. In this final section of the report we set outthe six actionsthat webelievethe managementof the systems developmentfunction of an organisation should take to ensurethat the organisation evaluates and uses applications packages in the mosteffective way.
1. Applications packages and the selection of hardware and softwareWhenanorganisation is planning significant hardware and software purchases,it needs toconsider the impact those purchases will have on the choice of applications packages. Inparticular, management should ensure that the planning staff consider the possible effectsthat the purchase of non-standard equipment or software will have on the choice ofapplications packages.
2. Applications packages and project management proceduresThe organisation☂s project management procedures and codes of practice should bereviewed to ensure that packages are considered properly wherever they maybeapplicable.In particular, the feasibility stage of a system developmentproject should include an explicitconsideration of the trade-offs between the value of the required benefits and the cost ofproviding those benefits.
3. The skills required to evaluate and purchase applications packagesThe managementof an organisation☂s systems developmentfunction should recognise thata special set of skills are required to evaluate packages, to negotiate contract terms and toinstall packages. Theseskills should be concentratedeither in one individual or in a smallgroup working in a part of the business (such as the financial accounts department) thatcommonly uses packages.
4. The attitudes of systems developmentstaff towards applications packagesSystems developmentstaff should be encouraged to develop the correct attitude towardsthe productivity of systems. They should derive as much satisfaction from selecting andinstalling purchased software as they do from designing and constructing their ownbespoke systems. Systems developmentstaff will developthis attitude only if they recog-nise and acceptthat their main aim should not be to improvetheir ownskills and experiencein designing systems, but rather to provide the required systemsto the end users.
5. The cost of developing in-house packagesAny proposals put forward for developing an in-house package should be questioned veryclosely. There are undoubtedly several emerging applications (notably in thefield of officeautomation) where the number of separate implementations of the software would justify
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the considerable cost of developing an in-house package. But, unless adequate resources
can be made available for developing an in-house package, it would almost certainly be
better either to develop an individual system for each end useror to purchase an externally-
developed package. Of those twoalternatives, purchasing an externally-developed package
would probably be the morecost-effective solution, particularly when the costs of maintain-
ing the packagearealso taken into account.

6. Applications packages and end users
To make the best use of applications packages, end users need to place somewhat less
emphasis on the uniqueness of their own requirements. They need instead to place more
emphasis on the similarities that exist between their own needs and the needs of other
organisations. However, those responsible for managing the systems developmentfunction
should ensure that end users are aware of thepitfalls that can occur when packages are
evaluated and purchased. As we pointed out on page 50, package suppliers will increasingly
concentrate their marketing effort on end-user managers. Steps need to be taken,
therefore, to make end users aware that when they are evaluating and purchasing
packages, they need to seek the advice of professional systems development experts.

The managementactions that we havelisted above are not meant to be exhaustive. But they
include the actions that we believe an organisation should takeifit is to make the mosteffective
use of applications packages.

All the user organisations that we surveyed or interviewed during the research for this report
are concerned about the productivity of their systems developmentstaff, and also about their
ability to satisfy the end users☂ demands for systems. In this report we have shownthat appli-
cations packages havethe potential both to improve the productivity of systems development
staff and to satisfy the demand for new systems.

The main conclusion that we have cometo in this report is that many systems development
departments will be well advised to place more emphasis on the use of applications packages. If
they dothat, theywill be able to make a significant improvementin the service that they provide
to their end users.
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Akzo Systems FranceTour Akzo, 164 Rue Ambroise Croizat,93204 St Denis-Cedex1, France

Tel(1) 820.61.64
 

The Nordic Region
StatskonsultPO Box 4040, S-17] 04 Solna, SwedenTel 08-730 03 00, Telex 127 54 SINTAB-S
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